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Abstract

When aiming at realistic video augmentation, i.e. the embedding of virtual,

3-dimensional objects into a scene’s original content, a series of challenging

problems has to be solved. This is especially the case when working with solely

monocular input material, as important additional 3D information is missing

and has to be recovered during the process, if necessary. In this work, I will

present a semi-automatic strategy to tackle this task by providing solutions to

individual problems in the context of virtual clothing as an example for realistic

video augmentation. Starting with two different approaches for monocular pose

and motion estimation, I will show how to build a 3D human body model by

estimating detailed shape information as well as basic surface material properties.

This information allows to further extract a dynamic illumination model from

the provided input material. The illumination model is particularly important

for rendering a realistic virtual object and adds a lot of realism to the final

video augmentation. The animated human model is able to interact with virtual

3D objects and is used in the context of virtual clothing to animate simulated

garments. To achieve the desired realism, I present an additional image-based

compositing approach that realistically embeds the simulated garment into

the original scene content. Combining the presented approaches provide an

integrated strategy for realistic augmentation of actors in monocular video

sequences.
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Zusammenfassung

Unter der Zielsetzung einer realistischen Videoaugmentierung durch das Ein-

betten virtueller, dreidimensionaler Objekte in eine bestehende Videoaufnahme,

gibt eine Reihe interessanter und schwieriger Problemen zu lösen. Besonders

im Hinblick auf die Verarbeitung monokularer Eingabedaten fehlen wichtige

räumliche Informationen, welche aus den zweidimensionalen Eingabedaten rekon-

struiert werden müssen. In dieser Arbeit präsentiere ich eine halbautomatische

Verfahrensweise, welche es ermöglicht, die einzelnen Teilprobleme einer umfas-

senden Videoaugmentierung nacheinander in einer integrierten Strategie zu lösen.

Dies demonstriere ich am Beispiel von virtueller Kleidung. Beginnend mit zwei

unterschiedlichen Ansätzen zur Posen- und Bewegungsrekonstruktion wird ein

realistisches 3D Körpermodell eines Menschen erzeugt. Dazu wird die detaillierte

Körperform durch ein geeignetes Verfahren approximiert und eine Rekonstrukti-

on der Oberflächenmaterialen vorgenommen. Diese Informationen werden unter

anderem dazu verwendet, aus dem Eingabevideo eine dynamische Szenenbeleuch-

tung zu rekonstruieren. Die Beleuchtungsinformationen sind besonders wichtig

für eine realistische Videoaugmentierung, da gerade eine korrekte Beleuchtung

den Realitätsgrad des virtuell generierten Objektes erhöht. Das rekonstruierte

und animierte Körpermodell ist durch seinen Detailgrad in der Lage, mit virtu-

ellen Objekten zu interagieren. Dies kommt besonders im Anwendungsfall von

virtueller Kleidung zum tragen. Um den gewünschten Realitätsgrad zu erreichen,

führe ich ein zusätzliches, bild-basiertes Korrekturverfahren ein, welches hilft,

die finale Bildkomposition zu optimieren. Die Kombination aller präsentier-

ter Teilverfahren bildet eine vollumfängliche Strategie zur Augmentierung von
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monokularem Videomaterial, die zur realistischen Simulation und Einbettung

von virtueller Kleidung eines Schauspielers im Originalvideo verwendet werden

kann.
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1 Introduction

The augmentation of video material allows integrating additional information

or virtual objects into an existing scene. This can be useful in video and movie

production, as recorded scenes can be improved and altered in an augmentation

post-process. As modern movie productions already heavily rely on computer

generated imagery (CGI), composing real actors into artificially generated

environments [Fos14] or replacing actors with computer-generated and animated

avatars [Gel08], it seems promising and straight forward to use image-based

video augmentation techniques to improve and augment objects or actors in

recorded video material with virtual objects instead of replacing them. The

goal of this thesis is, therefore, to analyze and develop a strategy to augment

existing monocular video data in a realistic way.

There are image-based video augmentation systems available, that allow to

augment monocular video streams with information or additional objects. For

example, systems augmenting video with simple information can be integrated

in portable devices, such as Google Glass [Goo] or mobile apps on smart phones

[Meta]. Applications on these devices analyze 2D scene content and structures

to retrieve information about the object of interest. For predefined patterns and

objects, additional, textual information can be superimposed over the original
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1 Introduction

video. It is also possible to derive an object’s orientation or its surface properties

in 3D space and align additional 3D geometry appropriately.

Metaio uses this technique for marketing purposes. For example in one

of their applications used by IKEA, a 3D visualization of furniture and the

projection into the real world allows to virtually try out the furniture in your

own home [Metb]. They use the IKEA catalog itself as a reference marker and

project a selected 3D furniture model into the original input data by aligning it

to the reference marker.

Video augmentation has also been used for games for a rather long time. With

the more common use of cameras in addition to game consoles, the use of video

data as an input device in terms of game control but also for direct augmentation

purposes got a significant boost with the start of the Eye Toy camera of Sony’s

PlayStation 2 [PBBDN09]. The original input video is augmented with game

assets and the user is able to interact with these assets using a basic motion

tracking technique. More sophisticated applications try to use the camera as a

marker tracking device in order to augment the input video with more realistic

3D graphics that are projected into the original scene more correctly. The game

Eye of Judgment of Sony Computer Entertainment, for example, augments an

originally flat board game with 3-dimensional board game playing figures [Son].

The individual cards representing the game characters in the real world serve as

2D markers identified by unique codes. The system tracks and identifies these

markers in the video stream and derives a 3D projection from their position and

distortion in camera space. Finally, a virtual 3D model of each identified game

figure is realistically projected into the video, such that a 2D board game is

augmented towards a 3D board game on TV. With this augmentation, the 3D
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board game is more dynamic compared to an actual 3D board game equivalent,

as the digital augmentation allows for animated game assets and additional

visual effects. This example clearly shows the benefits of video augmentation in

consumer media. It allows for additional game play assets that can be interacted

with, but could have not been realized in the real world game. Still, the virtual

objects are not used to realistically augment existing objects or actors, as they

just replace objects or are used as overlays.

In addition to the detection of flat, two-dimensional markers and estimating

their orientation in space, deformable surfaces can be tracked and used for

augmentation of flexible and deformable objects, such as fabrics and clothing.

By allowing the coded marker to deform locally, it is still possible to identify

and track the 2D manifold described by the marker. This can be used to track

and augment clothes and fabrics in video streams [SM06].

A promising application for this kind of video augmentation is a virtual

mirror experience [EFR08] or the augmentation of actors in a video with

artificial garments [HE09]. In case of a virtual mirror, a person steps in front of

a combination of screen and camera, instead of a real mirror. The camera is

then be used to capture the person, while an image processing device is used for

analyzing the video stream, identifying and tracking patterns on the person’s

surface or even the actual body motion. In an image-based augmentation process,

virtual clothing can be generated and superimposed over the original video data,

which is then be displayed on the screen. This achieves the illusion of a mirrored

image of the person wearing virtual apparel. Interactions of the virtual garment

and the real person can be realized by analyzing and reconstructing the original

scene’s content and the person’s animation and body properties at a high level
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1 Introduction

of detail. A reconstructed and realistically shaped avatar can then be used to

interact with virtual objects in a simulation.

In times of increasing online shopping and also in the field of apparel design,

a technique like this could be very relevant for virtual try-on systems [KF08;

WKK+04]. To speed up the process of garment design and to improve rapid

prototyping, a virtual cloth augmentation technique can be used to design and

test first prototypes completely virtually without any need of fabricating each

individual garment. The different prototypes can be tested in digital simulations

using motion data of real models providing a realistic animation. The removal

of the production step of these design prototypes speeds up the development

process and saves money. For online shopping, a virtual try-on of clothes is also

very promising. Customers can virtually try on the clothes at home prior to

placing an order. This would also effectively reduce the number and cost of

returned orders to the online retailer.

The realistic augmentation of actors in existing video material is also be

beneficial for movie productions. After capturing a scene with real actors, the

clothing and accessories cannot be easily exchanged. If the director decides,

different clothing would fit better into a current setting, the scene has to be

captured again. The solution would be to either record the scene again, this time

with the correct clothes and accessories, or to manually edit the material frame

by frame using properly aligned and synchronized CGI. Both solutions are costly

and tedious and could be significantly improved by using a semi-automatic

augmentation approach. The reconstruction of a highly realistic actor model

and its motion, the analysis of scene illumination, and a realistic image-based

augmentation help to reduce the modeling and compositing labor of digital
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artists, while completely removing the need of an additional recording of the

scene. Eventually, this would reduce production time and cost of movie or video

productions.

To achieve the goal of a high quality video augmentation, sophisticated scene

analysis and actor reconstruction is required in combination with high quality

rendering techniques. The realization of a virtual mirror additionally requires

the augmentation to run at real-time frame rates to allow for an interactive

experience, while in the application of actor augmentation as a video post-

process, the focus moves more towards realism, to achieve highly realistic and

believable augmentations of the original video. As a post-process, a detailed

analysis of the original video data and the generation of highly realistic models

of the object of interest and the environment are possible. Also physically

correct simulation and rendering of the artificial objects is possible, improving

the desired realism even more.

In the following I will present two different approaches towards the augmen-

tation of an actor in monocular video material. The first approach focuses on a

fast and robust motion reconstruction technique that can be used in interactive

augmentation applications. Moving the requirement away from interactive com-

putation times towards a highly realistic augmentation, in a second approach I

propose a strategy to reconstruct a highly detailed actor model and a realistic

illumination model from a monocular input sequence. These models can then

be used to realistically augment the original actor with artificial clothing.
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2 Related Work

The approaches I propose to solve the individual problems encountered on the

way towards realistic video augmentation combine and extend techniques from

various fields of research. Starting with image analysis regarding detection,

extraction and detailed description of humans in images, the realistic recon-

struction of three-dimensional objects is of interest. Furthermore, a scene’s

properties such as global illumination and camera motion are important. Lastly,

for the final augmentation application, a realistic rendering technique and video

compositing approaches are necessary to create believable and realistic video

augmentations.

2.1 Detecting People using Feature Analysis

When it comes to augmenting people in video data, the first task to solve is

detecting humans in the given input data. For some applications, it may already

be sufficient to detect the coarse location of a person, without extracting more

detailed information. A given image has to be analyzed regarding certain visible

parameters to decide whether there is a person and where he/she is. As people

wear various styles of clothing, it is not easy to distinguish between a person or
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2 Related Work

any other regular object just by looking at its color and appearance. A possible

approach would be to find and process skin-colored regions of the image to

detect a person’s head and hands [JR02], as these body parts are seldomly

covered by clothing or other objects. Given a plausible configuration of these

detected regions, a human can be considered as detected [CL04].

However, for object detection in commodity surveillance systems and similar

applications based on cheap monochrome or infrared cameras, color images are

usually not available. Therefore, approaches based on (skin)-color classification

are not feasible. Motion-based detection systems allow for robust detection of

objects or obstacles, e.g., in the field of automotive assistance systems [SCF09].

These approaches aim at detecting objects, in general, but still lack detail in

the detection of specific poses or the classification of object features and their

location.

Using Haar-like feature descriptors, regions can be detected where an object

or a person is most likely to be found [VJ01]. These feature descriptors analyze

prominent edge configurations typical for humans, such as limb positions and the

shape of the head. A certain combination of Haar-Wavelet patterns, representing

a human shape, can be used for filtering the image yielding probabilities for

every detector part. The combined likelihood of all patterns serves as overall

likelihood of a person. A detector using this technique is able to detect and

locate humans in given images just by applying 2D image filter operations.

Thus, they are very fast and feasible for real-time applications [GS08; YD12]. In

subsequent research, these descriptors have been extended to detect sub-parts of

people, such as upper torso regions, left and right body parts or the legs. These
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2.2 Monocular Silhouette Segmentation

kinds of descriptors are able to detect and locate people in images, even if they

are partly occluded by other people or objects in the scene [EG09; LSS05].

2.2 Monocular Silhouette Segmentation

The detection of human actors in image data is not sufficient for the processing

steps required for video augmentation. For analysis and evaluation of the body’s

configuration and pose, the outline of the person is important as it provides

many cues about the location of certain body parts as well as the overall

body shape and even the location and type of worn clothing. Besides manual

segmentation realized with professional rotoscoping tools, e.g. Nuke [The], as

most commonly used for commercial movie productions, automated approaches

have been developed to extract a human silhouette from monocular input images

of videos. Some approaches still require manual initialization, as this provides

information about the color, material, and shape properties of the object to be

segmented [BWSS09; RKB04]. However, based on a-priori knowledge about

the objects of interest or motion information, these initialization steps can be

omitted, and models for color and shape can be updated and evaluated on-the-fly

allowing for real-time video segmentation [CCBK06].

2.3 Pose-Descriptors

Detected features allow one to distinguish between certain body parts or to

track them over time to identify motion elements. However, analyzing the
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2 Related Work

combination of a set of features allows one to describe a person’s appearance as

a whole.

Using information about the silhouette edge or edge orientations of a person,

a pose-specific descriptor can be derived that is able to describe an observed

pose and distinguish even between similar poses. The Shape Context descriptor

uses the silhouette edge to identify objects [BMP02] or describe an object’s

pose configuration [MM02]. By sampling the edge distances of silhouette edge

samples to a central silhouette point and accumulating these sample values in a

log-polar histogram allows one to eventually describe the silhouette’s shape as a

whole by the shape of the histogram alone, Figure 2.1. This histogram is called

Shape Context [BMP00].

Figure 2.1: Shape Context Silhouette Descriptor [BMP00]: In the Shape Context
scheme the object’s contour is regularly sampled (a) and for every
boundary point, the neighboring boundary points are evaluated
regarding their orientation and distance (b) which are accumulated
in a log-polar histogram (c). This histogram allows comparing
and distinguishing various contour shapes by analyzing the local
neighborhood of boundary points.

More elaborate analysis of the edge information in an image allows to even

describe the pose of a person. Using histograms of oriented gradients (HOG)
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2.4 Machine Learning for Pose Regression

it is possible to describe a human pose as a whole [DT05]. The region around

the person is subdivided into a predefined set ob sub-regions. In all of these

sub-regions the oriented gradient and its magnitude of all pixels, derived from

the per-pixel derivative along the x- and y-axis, is accumulated. Finally the

set of oriented gradients serves as a feature vector which is able to describe the

pose of the person visible in the input data.

2.4 Machine Learning for Pose Regression

Using the silhouette or pose descriptors described above Section 2.3, it is possible

to distinguish between different poses. Using machine learning, a system can

be trained to estimate or classify the most plausible pose to a given feature

vector [Gun98].

Using a Support Vector Machine SVM and training data, consisting of pairs

of silhouette descriptors and 3D pose data, for every silhouette descriptor a

corresponding pose angle vector can be generated [HSW98]. The SVM returns

the best matching pose vector for a given pose descriptor. However, as the

support vector machine is classifying the input descriptor to a predefined and

fixed set of training samples, the result is always a discrete pose from this training

data set. Smooth and contiguous pose or motion reconstruction is not possible

using this approach. This problem can be solved by using Relevance Vector

Machines RVM which yield interpolated results from several classified training

data pose vectors [Tip00], such that smoother and spatially and temporally

more consistent poses can be generated [AT04]. Finally, using a combination of
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different silhouette descriptor techniques, a more stable pose can be reconstructed

from single images or video data [AT06].

Another approach to pose estimation was presented by Stoll et al.who fitted

3D Gaussians in the multiview silhouette of a person and used the size and

distribution of the Gaussians as a fast and efficient pose descriptor [SHG+11].

However, this descriptor requires multiview video data and is not able to handle

monocular input data.

2.5 Parameterized Body Models

As it is not always sufficient to only locate a person and describe his/her pose,

techniques had to be developed to describe a person’s body shape as well. Using

real-world laser scan data of numerous actors, varying in gender, age, body

height and weight, it was possible to generate the parameterized model SCAPE

describing the average human [ASK+05]. By fitting a standardized mesh model

to all laser scan data, represented by point clouds, the meshes for different

people could be compared properly as a direct mapping of surface regions was

possible. Analyzing the per-vertex deformation between different actors allows

to describe a vertex deformation vector for each variation of shape parameters.

From there, a mapping of shape parameters to the mesh deformation could be

derived using principal component analysis PCA, yielding a parameterized body

mesh model. This model can be used to adapt the shape of a person by tuning

its parameters to an optimum.

As the model created from straight-forward PCA does not provide any seman-

tic relation of the shape parameters, Hasler et al.extended the model to support
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such a semantic parameter mapping [HSS+09]. Using annotated parameter

configurations of SCAPE models, a mapping from semantically meaningful

parameters such as gender, body height, weight, or fitness was possible to the

parameter set of the SCAPE model.

Such a model can be used to fit the body pose and shape to multiview data

of an actor [HRT+09] by minimizing the projection error of the model to the

actor’s silhouette for all view points [CTMS03].

An adaptation to monocular image data was presented by Jain et al.who

used the body model’s parameterization and energy minimization to optimally

fit shape and pose to a 2D silhouette [JTST10]. Tracking of surface features

of the actor in a monocular video sequence allowed for a plausible motion

reconstruction. By manually altering the shape parameters of the reconstructed

body model, the original input image data could be distorted according to the

visual shape difference of reconstructed and manually modified body model.

This allows to change the actor’s shape in the original video.

2.6 Object BRDF and Illumination Estimation

The task of augmenting an existing video with artificial content requires one

to be able to render this virtual content as realistically as possible. Therefore,

reconstructing pose, motion and shape of the person in the video does not suffice.

As additional information, knowledge about the scene lighting is very important

as this introduces a large amount of realism to the rendered content. To

reconstruct the illumination from a given video sequence, without any knowledge

about scene geometry is a challenging task. Given reference geometry and an
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object’s texture allows separating the illumination effects from the rest of the

input data [Deb98]. The separated shading information then allows estimating

the original scene lighting configuration [CWJ11]. This is achieved by inverting

the photometric stereo approach, where 3D geometry is reconstructed from a set

of given input images of the same object under different controlled illumination

conditions. The user-controlled illumination allows one to separate surface

material appearance from illumination effects, and using multiple illumination

directions allows to estimate a possible surface normal for every surface point

/ pixel in the input images. In an energy minimization scheme, these surface

normal candidates are optimized to a smooth surface solution, and a 3D geometry

can be derived by integrating the estimated normal directions. Therefore, it

is possible to estimate geometry from input images under known illumination

conditions. If, in addition to the input images, the geometry is known, it is

possible to invert the photometric stereo approach to estimate the directional

vectors of incident light instead. However, since the illumination and material

properties cannot directly be decoupled from a given input image, the object’s

surface properties must be given in addition to the geometry information.

Given this data, it is possible to reconstruct the environmental illumination

configuration [CWJ11; FKGK05].

Usually, from a given input video sequence, the original, unshaded object

material cannot directly be inferred. Using statistical analysis [RBM14] or

coupled optimization approaches [BAC09; BC10; SMFL00; ZC91] the surface

albedo of an object can be estimated and used for illumination reconstruction.
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2.7 Image and Video Augmentation

Augmentation of image and video data is the process of compositing additional

information into the original data. One application of image augmentation is to

add detail in image regions that have been deleted or need to be replaced or in-

painted [BSGF10; LMG12] or lack desired resolution or level of detail [EESM10;

EM10]. Alternatively augmentation may refer to embedding additional informa-

tion, such as text overlays, context aware annotations, or overlaid information

graphics, as for example in augmented reality applications for mobile devices like

Layar [Lay] or Google Glass [Goo]. Altering the appearance of objects is also

possible, e.g., by mapping virtual materials and textures to objects detected and

tracked in the original scene [HE08]. In this manner it is possible to swap the

material of the garments worn by an actor [HE09; SM06], yielding a realistically

looking cloth material even with animated data. The important part of this

kind of augmentation lies in the realistic rendering and composition of virtual

data or objects into the original scene. Correct illumination and precise tracking

removes cues a human would need to identify the virtual object. Without

meeting these requirements, a realistic and believable embedding of virtual

objects into a scene is not possible.

Interactions of actors and synthetic objects allow to further increase the

credibility of the virtual objects. To realize these interactions, the actor has to

be remodeled as a 3D model to be able to include him/her with the 3D geometry

of the artificial objects. This is a common process in the movie industry, as a

large amount of the modern movie content is computer generated imagery (CGI)

and composed into the original movie footage including the actor’s performance.
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The first step towards a complete application for augmentation of humans in

monocular video material is the identification and description of a human actor

visible in given monocular video material. This description most importantly

includes a realistic model of the person’s 3D pose and motion.

3.1 Motivation

Given a monocular video without any additional information about the scene

configuration, it is a hard task to reconstruct the human actor at a high

level of detail to describe his/her pose as accurate as possible. Using color

differences to the background or motion information [CCBK06; SCF09], an

automated segmentation into foreground and background is possible. The

segmented foreground area, being the silhouette of the person, can then be used

to further derive pose and shape parameters of the person in the video. To

make the automated image segmentation more robust, the person can wear a

suit consisting only of select predefined colors. This way, an algorithm can be

developed to quickly and robustly identify the important foreground regions.

Using a set of a-priorily known features or markers, using the predefined color
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palette, allows to quickly and robustly identify a person in the video and use

additional information of the marker configuration to derive his or her pose

parameters for an underlying skeletal model.

3.2 Overview

To infer a set of 3D pose angles for a given skeletal structure from only a single

monocular input image, the person has to be segmented from the input image.

Relevant information about pose and orientation is only located within the

segmented foreground region defined by the actor’s silhouette. The process of

detecting these predefined features can, therefore, be constrained to the region

of the silhouette. The markers found on the suit and their relative positions to

each other have to be evaluated in form of a marker configuration descriptor.

This marker configuration corresponds to a certain pose and is comparable

to a pose parameter description. It can, therefore, be used to relate marker

information directly to pose parameters of an underlying skeletal model. In

addition to the configuration of relative spatial marker locations, the outline

of the person’s silhouette can also be integrated into the pose descriptor. This

approach has a major advantage compared to other, silhouette-based techniques.

Using additional marker information includes actual occlusion information into

the reconstruction problem. Therefore, it is able to describe the pose more

accurately, even in ambiguous cases [RNWM11]. For example, from a single

silhouette it is not directly possible to infer the positions of the lower arms, if

these are directly in front of or behind the torso. Also, one cannot distinguish

the spatial order of these limbs and decide if one arm occludes the other or if
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they are visible at all, Figure 3.1. The markered suit with its unique pattern

introduces this information into a trained RVM pose regression model and allows

for a stable differentiation of different poses having similar silhouettes.

Figure 3.1: Silhouette Ambiguity: The images and silhouettes are taken from a
regular walking motion. From the silhouette alone, it is not clear
where the correct position of the arm is. The outline of the lower
arm is shown in green for the corresponding silhouette and overlaid
in red for the silhouettes of the other frames. Even though the
silhouettes are very similar in this region, different arm position are
possible. From a single silhouette, the actual position cannot be
derived.
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3.3 Silhouette Segmentation

To reduce computational complexity and allow for real-time pose estimation,

the search space for potential marker locations used for describing the pose

configuration needs to be narrowed down to the minimum region of interest

(ROI). This region can be optimally described by the actor’s silhouette, as it

can be used to mask out all unnecessary background information. Additionally

to the reduced search space, the silhouette can also give information about

the current pose configuration in addition to the detected markers and their

relative spatial positions. Therefore, as the first step of the processing pipeline

an image-based silhouette segmentation seems logical.

The desired output of such a segmentation process is a pixel accurate binary

mask for the actor in a given input image. For video data this mask should be

temporally consistent, i.e. no flickering artifacts of the silhouette contour should

occur. Adapting and modifying the live video segmentation technique of Crimin-

isi et al. [CCBK06], a graph-cut based image segmentation can be implemented

to optimally segment the marker pattern from any given background and also

yield a stable and temporally consistent image segmentation for input video data.

The segmentation technique uses likelihood look-up tables for various features

per pixel in the image. For the chromacity, the neighborhood configuration, the

local gradient, and the local motion vector of a pixel, likelihoods are estimated

by using pre-computed lookup tables. Having a specially designed marker suit

with predefined colors, these look-up tables can be easily learned from artificially

generated sample data or even real and manually segmented recordings of an

actor wearing the marker suit. A small set of about 20 consecutive sample
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images with corresponding segmentation information was sufficient to train a

stable segmentation model based on four separate likelihood priors represented

by look-up tables.

These priors describe a pixel’s likelihood to be foreground (FG) or background

(BG) based on the following feature evaluations:

• C - The pixel’s color represented in HSV color space

• N - The pixel’s 3× 3 neighborhood regarding chromacity, saturation and

neighbor labeling

• G - The local horizontal and vertical gradient

• M - The segmentation label transition of a pixel over time regarding the

local gradient

• T - The segmentation label transition of a pixel over time regarding a

previous labeling

The color-based likelihood of a pixel to be labeled as foreground or background

is learned directly from a sequence of manually segmented images,

C(α,X) = −
N∑
n

log(p(c(xn)|αn)) (3.1)

where c(xn) is the color of a pixel in the n-th image Xn in the given image

sequence, and α ∈ {FG,BG} is the segmentation label denoting foreground

and background, respectively.
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For the second prior term N the local neighborhood N(x) of 3 × 3 pixels

around a pixel x is evaluated regarding hue, saturation, and segmentation label

difference

N(αx, αy, X) = −
N∑
n

||N(xn)||∑
i

log(p(d(xn, yn,i)|αn, αi)). (3.2)

Here, yn,i ∈ N(xn) is a neighboring pixel to xn, and d(xn, yn,i) = (dH(x, y), dS(x, y))T

denotes the distance vector in hue and saturation of two pixels. This term

allows to determine the likelihood of neighboring pixel labellings regarding a

local neighborhood configuration, which is learned from the input training data.

As a third prior term the local horizontal and vertical gradient magnitude

is evaluated. Based on these gradient magnitudes, the likelihood of a certain

segmentation label to a pixel can be described via

G(α,X) = −
N∑
n

log(p((gh(xn), gv(xn))T |αn)) (3.3)

where gh(x) and gv(x) denote a pixel’s gradient magnitude in horizontal and

vertical direction, respectively.

The fourth prior M is used to describe the likelihood of a segmentation label

change over time regarding a pixels gradient magnitude g(x)

M(αt, αt−1, X) = −
N∑
n

log(p(g(xn)|αtn, αt−1
n )). (3.4)

This prior is especially important to control the temporal label consistency

of the segmented regions, while boundary regions are likely to change the
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segmentation label while other regions should be prevented from doing so during

the segmentation computation.

The last prior is learned from the temporal label transitions FG → FG,

FG → BG, BG → FG, and BG → BG of a pixel x directly. The likelihood

of a pixel to have a certain segmentation label can be determined by using the

last two labellings of that pixel in a second-order Markov chain

T (αt, αt−1, αt−2) = −
N∑
n

log(p(αtn|αt−1
n , αt−2

n )). (3.5)

These five priors can be learned using training data and then used for fast

evaluation of a pixel’s segmentation labeling. The likelihood values of each prior

can be used as energies to a minimization problem describing the optimal image

segmentation

E(αt, αt−1, αt−2, x, y) = σC · C(αt, x)

+ σN ·N(αt, x, y)

+ σG ·G(αt, x)

+ σM ·M(αt, αt−1, x)

+ σT · T (αt, αt−1, αt−2). (3.6)

This energy can be minimized using a standard graph-cut algorithm [FH04;

RKB04]. The term evaluating the neighborhood configuration N(αx, αy, X) is

used to define pair-wise edge weights of neighboring pixels as these pixels can

be represented as graph nodes. The other prior terms contribute to the edge

weights connected to the two possible segmentation label nodes αFG = FG and
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αBG = BG. The individual energy terms are weighted using σC , σN , σG, σM ,

and σT and can be computed very fast, as the priors are represented as look-up

tables. Only the computation of the local image gradients is required, which

can be easily solved using standard Sobel filter convolution [SF68].

Using a GPU-accelerated implementation of the graph-cut algorithm [VN08]

allows for real-time image segmentation. This segmentation is a binary labeling

of the image into foreground and background regions, Figure 3.2, and serves as

input for the subsequent processing steps.

Figure 3.2: Color-based silhouette extraction: The proposed segmentation ap-
proach yields a robust mask describing the actor’s silhouette. The
mask is used in the subsequent steps of the pose estimation technique.
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3.4 Pose Descriptor

As the rest of the proposed pose estimation system is dependent on the used

marker suit, it is no drawback to train the likelihood priors explicitly to the

defined color palette of this special suit.

3.4 Pose Descriptor

The segmented actor silhouette can now be used to generate a special descriptor

to describe the current pose of the actor.

The proposed pose descriptor is a vector of constant size. It is composed of

information derived from the spatial configuration of detected markers, described

in form of a Feature Context descriptor, Section 3.4.1, and information derived

from the actor’s general silhouette shape, represented by a HOG descriptor, Sec-

tion 3.4.6

3.4.1 Feature Context Descriptor

The silhouette of a person provided by a manual or automated image segmenta-

tion already provides some important information of the actor’s pose. The 2D

position of the individual limbs describe the pose in general, while details about

the exact position in space might still be missing. This is due to the missing

information of the third spatial dimension. However, constraining the pose

configurations to those being physically possible and probable, a reconstruction

from silhouette information alone is possible, as Agarwal and Triggs have shown

in [AT06] and their work on the Shape Context descriptor. This descriptor

uses contour information in form of sample points and their local neighborhood
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on the silhouette boundary to describe a human pose. Using a data driven

approach based on actual human pose data, each descriptor can be related to

a most probable pose of the skeletal model, see Section 2.3. A limitation of

this technique is the inability to distinguish different poses resulting in similar

silhouettes, see Figure 3.1. Only from a single silhouette, in certain cases,

it is impossible to recover the exact location and orientation of body parts.

All information of smaller body parts located inside the silhouette of a bigger

body part are lost due to the nature of a silhouette projection. It is, therefore,

impossible to infer whether e.g. a lower arm or a hand is located in front of

or behind the torso. Also, the orientation of a limb may be ambiguous, as the

exact pose in front of the torso is unknown in a single silhouette.

To overcome the limitations of the Shape Context descriptor proposed by

Agarwal et al. [AT06], resulting from silhouette ambiguities, additional features

on the body’s surface have to be integrated into the descriptor. This allows

to distinguish between different body parts and infer information about their

local orientation and visibility. However, to properly identify these features

with certain body parts they will need to be unique across the the used set of

features.

Similar to the approach proposed by Scholz et al. [SM06] or the technique

used in Microsoft’s Kinect sensor, markers can by uniquely identified by using

information about the markers in their local vicinity. Instead of using fully

unique markers, a small set of N different markers can be used while the

individual markers are uniquely described by the marker configuration in their

neighborhood. While generating a pattern from these N markers, it must be

ensured that the neighborhood configuration of a marker does not repeat itself.
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This local neighborhood arrangement can be seen as an encoding scheme to the

individual and unique markers.

3.4.2 Pattern Generation

As a body can move arbitrarily, the unique marker codes need to be invariant

under rotation and, due to possible shear transformations of the markers placed

on a suit, limited shear invariance is preferable.

To generate a valid marker configuration map, that can be used for a suit, a

simple brute force approach can be used, as the process has to be executed only

once for each used marker pattern and, therefore, is not required to perform

at highly optimized computation times. Starting with the definition of the

desired marker classes, i.e. the number of visually different markers, and the

maximum desired pattern dimensions of width and height, a rectangular pattern

is iteratively populated with random markers in a scan-line fashion. For every

new marker candidate a check against all existing markers is executed, ensuring

the new marker encoding is still unique. In case this check fails, another marker

candidate is chosen. If no configuration of new markers generates a valid unique

pattern, the process is started all over again using another random initialization

and repeated until the pattern is completely populated with unique marker

configurations.

The generated markers need to be optimally detectable in various camera

setups and illumination conditions. They need to be colored and shaped in a

way that ensures a reliable detection even under ill-posed conditions. Thus,

too small markers would not be robustly detectable if the distance between
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camera and actor is too large and the marker area covers only a small region of

the image. Gaps between individual markers must be large enough to detect

separate markers even in slightly blurred images, as this artifact may result from

fast motions of out of focus captured images. Also, too big markers would affect

the robustness of the pose descriptor relying on relative marker information. The

bigger the markers are, the less markers can be used in a pattern of the same size

and the less markers would add important pose information to the descriptor.

As a consequence, a trade-off between the number and size of markers has to be

found. Using an Full HD camera (1920× 1080px) with a focal length of 35mm

at an average distance of 2m from the actor, and assuming every marker to

cover roughly 5-10 pixels in diameter, results in an optimal marker size of 2.5cm.

As the complete pattern used for a markered suit only requires to cover the front

and back of an average human, about 20× 20 marker positions are necessary.

I found 3 × 3 marker neighborhoods to be sufficient to uniquely encode the

individual markers in this kind of pattern, Figure 3.3.

Using the constraints for rotational and shear invariance I was able to generate

several markered patterns with unique neighborhood configurations with only

three different marker classes, Figure 3.4.

Fast and efficient pose reconstruction requires a fast and robust feature or

marker detection. Using shape coded markers like circles, triangles, or squares

would make the pose reconstruction independent of the color of the input

material. However, these shapes are rather complicated to robustly detect and

distinguish under various rotations or possible partial occlusion. I therefore

decided to use colored markers that can be properly identified using basic color

classification algorithms. The color classification is not impaired by partial
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Figure 3.3: Unique marker configurations: The local 3× 3 marker configuration
(a) must be uniquely identifiable in various conditions and poses.
Thus, the code must be unique even under rotations (b) or shear
(c), as body parts may rotate and the suit may deform.

visibility of certain markers or their individual orientation. The marker colors

can be classified by using colors that are optimally distinguishable. Using the

HSV color space, colors can be differentiated by chromaticity (hue), saturation

and lightness (value). As the body surface of the input video material may

be affected by shadows or other shading artifacts, the lightness component

cannot be used for a robust color classification, as this component directly

describes the brightness of the color which is heavily influenced by external

illumination and shadows. Therefore, colors are best distinguished by comparing

their chromaticity or colorness. This color chromaticity may also be affected
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Figure 3.4: Full body suit using the unique marker pattern

by external light sources and their color, but can be corrected for using color

calibration. Choosing marker colors that are equally distant in the polar hue-

space of HSV colors provide an optimal basis for a robust color classification.

Requiring only three different marker classes and an additional background color,

only four colors with a hue-distance of 90◦ are necessary. To better differentiate

markers from background, I decided to use a different saturation value for

the background color. Additionally, I decided to use squared markers as the

additional edge information, compared to circular markers, is beneficial for the

final pose descriptor. While the unique marker encoding provides information

about body part visibility and location, the marker edges add orientation

information to the pose descriptor.
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3.4.3 Marker Detection

To use the proposed marker patterns in combination with the marker based

pose descriptors described above (Section 3.4.1) in a real-time application, the

detection of the individual markers must be as computationally efficient as

possible. As the markers in the generated patterns are designed to be optimally

distinguishable by color, a fast method to classify a pixel’s color has to be

found. However, it is mandatory to only detect valid marker positions on the

body’s surface, not in the scene background. Therefore, to prevent many false

positives for marker positions detected in the background of an image, the actor

silhouette is used as the region of interest for the marker detection algorithm.

For a fast and robust marker detection, I chose to use individual image filtering

steps for each marker color. Using per-pixel filters for each color class of the

markers and the background, a likelihood map for every color can be generated.

Given a set of colors C = {c0, . . . , ci} in HSV color space, representing the

marker colors c0, . . . , ci as well as the suit’s base color cb, a per-color likelihood

can be generated by simply computing a Gaussian likelihood p(xi, c) of each

color c ∈ C for every pixel xi ∈ I in the image

p(x, c) = e
−dH (H(x),µH (c))2

2σH (c)2 · e
−(S(x)−µS(c))2

2σS(c)2 · e
−(V (x)−µV (c))2

2σV (c)2 (3.7)

where µH(c), µS(c), and µV (c), and σH(c), σS(c), and σV (c) are the mean values

respectively standard deviations of the hue, saturation, and value of a marker

class color c, while H(x), S(x), and V (x) denote the color components of the
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pixel color x. As the hue of a color in HSV color space is a polar value, the

shortest angular distance between two hues is denoted by dH(ci, cj).

This fast evaluation yields separate likelihood maps P (I, c) for every marker

color class c ∈ C. The difference of a marker’s color likelihood map and the

background likelihood map P (I, cj)−P (I, cb), cj ∈ {c0, . . . , ci} provides an even

better classification likelihood for every marker class. These likelihood-difference

maps are blurred by filtering them with a 2D Gaussian kernel. In the blurred

maps the center pixels of the individual marker regions have a higher likelihood

value than pixels closer to a marker’s border. The center position for every

marker is then computed by finding the local maximum in every marker region.

This can be easily achieved using a per-pixel 2D filter, yielding a binary result

denoting if the center pixel is the maximum value in the local filter window or

not.

By fitting a 2D Gaussian to every marker region, a sub-pixel accurate marker

center position can be computed, but this is not necessary as the marker positions

are quantized as input to a discrete histogram-based pose descriptor, so sub-pixel

accuracy is not required. The resulting pose descriptor would not improve by

using more precise marker coordinates. Therefore, it is sufficient to use the

simple filter-based technique to compute marker locations in image space in

an easy and efficient manner. Eventually, for every detected marker region its

computed center coordinate and color class are used for further processing.
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3.4.4 Descriptor Generation

For every detected marker position, the relative position and distance to every

other marker center within a predefined neighborhood region is determined.

As the markers are placed on a suit, their visual size and relative distances

will be proportional to the overall silhouette size of the person. Therefore, the

region of interest (ROI) to select a marker’s neighborhood is scaled according to

the visual size of the actor’s silhouette. This way, scale invariance of the pose

descriptor is ensured. To reduce computation and descriptor complexity, the

ROI should be small, while, on the other hand, as much information as possible

about the marker neighborhood is preferred. A radius for a circular region of

interest of R = 15% of the silhouette’s height turns out to be sufficient and

provides a robust pose description for all sample poses, Figure 3.5.

To describe the neighborhood configuration N(mi, R) of a marker mi, a 3-

dimensional histogram Hi is created using the relative distance, orientation

and color difference as binning dimensions. This histogram uses a logarithmic

scale to bin the distance dimension and is, therefore, represented by a log-polar

histogram for every possible marker color, Figure 3.5. Using 5 radial bins for

distance and 12 angular bins for orientation proved to be sufficient for robust

pose description.

Every neighbor marker is inserted into the corresponding bin regarding its

distance and relative orientation to the center marker, and its color class. To

compensate for descriptor noise due to slight orientation changes of markers,

soft binning is used to build up the histogram. This means that in case the

marker properties do not exactly correspond to the center of the designated
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Figure 3.5: Feature Context Descriptor: The local neighborhood configuration of
the detected marker positions and color classes is accumulated in a
3-dimensional log-polar histogram for every marker on the suit. The
entirety of these histograms are combined in a common descriptor,
describing the actor’s pose as a whole.

bin the contribution of every marker to the histogram is spread proportionally

across neighboring histogram bins. As a final step to building the per-marker

descriptor histogram Hi, it is normalized to compensate for changing numbers

of visible markers within the region of interest.
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3.4.5 Descriptor Normalization & Compression

Even though the per-marker histograms have been normalized, a full pose de-

scription is only possible by properly combining the per-marker neighborhood

information. As the number of generated marker descriptors is strongly depen-

dent on the orientation and pose of the actor in a given frame, this information

cannot be directly combined and used to describe and compare one pose to

another. The size of the combined histogram data would change depending on

marker visibility, while a feature vector for comparison purposes would need to

be of constant size. Thus, the set of per-marker descriptor histograms has to be

transformed into a uniformly sized pose descriptor.

Using a set of training poses and corresponding image data allows to pre-

compute a large amount of possible per-marker neighborhood descriptors. I use

k-means clustering [Mac+67] to identify the N = 200 most important clusters

within the set of all possible per-marker descriptors. Having pre-computed these

clusters, another one-dimensional histogram can be generated by comparing all

per-marker descriptors of a given frame to these cluster centers. The distance

to each cluster center can easily be described by the Euclidean distance of

per-marker descriptor and cluster center as both vectors are of the same size.

Using a soft binning strategy again, every per-marker descriptor votes for its

5 nearest neighbors in this one-dimensional histogram and, eventually, noise

resulting from fluctuations of marker visibilities is reduced. As the number

of per-marker descriptors Hi potentially varies per frame, this histogram is

also normalized. The final result is a one-dimensional histogram of fixed size

N = 200 for every possible input frame. In this form the pose descriptor HFC
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is a very condensed representation of all visible markers and their neighborhood

configurations.

3.4.6 HOG Descriptor

The contour of the segmented silhouette as well as the structures on the actor’s

body surface give additional information about the orientation of the different

body parts. As I chose to use square markers for pose-description using the

Feature Context descriptor, these squares provide important information about

their position and orientation. Using a HOG descriptor allows to describe the

pose specific edge orientations with a 2-dimensional grid of fixed size, describing

the most important edge orientations of every grid cell [DT05].

Using a standard edge detection algorithm [SF68] the orientation of all marker

edges and the silhouette edge segments can be easily computed. This yields

a pixel precise edge orientation map for a given input image. As background

regions are not relevant they are explicitly omitted during the computation by

masking them out using the actor’s silhouette, Figure 3.6.

For normalization and to ensure scale invariance of the descriptor, the grid

is scaled according to the silhouette’s axis-aligned bounding box. A polar

histogram is used to collect the per-pixel edge orientations for every grid cell.

Using soft binning, the gradient magnitudes of the pixels are inserted into 36

angular bins corresponding to the orientation of the respective edge gradient.

This yields a histogram of fixed size for every grid cell which describes the most

important edge orientations in that cell.
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3.4 Pose Descriptor

Figure 3.6: HOG Descriptor: The original frame (a) is multiplied with the
segmentation mask of Section 3.3 to combine the silhouette gradients
with the local marker gradients (b). Using an axis-aligned grid, scaled
according to the actor’s bounding box, the gradient histogram can
be computed for every grid cell (c). The combination of all gradient
histograms can be used as a HOG-based pose descriptor.

To further compress the HOG descriptor, a similar compression technique to

the one used to generate the Feature Context pose descriptor is used. A fixed set

of M = 100 reference gradient histograms is generated by k-means clustering

all gradient histograms generated from training data. The histograms of each

cell are now compared to the cluster centers, and a one-dimensional histogram

HHOG is built as final descriptor. This process discards information about the

position of certain gradients orientations as the 2D cell index is removed from

the descriptor, building a single histogram. However, the descriptor still yields

good results and is able to describe different poses robustly.
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3.4.7 Combined Pose Description

The combination of both descriptors, Feature Context and HOG, encode infor-

mation about an actor’s pose and the 3D orientation of body parts and allow to

distinguish different poses robustly. In addition to the two feature vectors HFC

and HHOG, the 2D location and size of the actor silhouette in screen space is in-

tegrated into the final pose descriptor vector x of size U = N+M+4 = 304. For

every image of an actor wearing the marker suit, such a pose-specific descriptor

vector x can be generated by using only image-based filter operations.

3.5 3D Pose Regression

To derive the 3D pose parameters for a skeletal model from a pose descriptor as

described in Section 3.4, a mapping of the descriptor space to the pose parameter

space has to be found. Using machine learning techniques, this mapping can

be derived from a training data set where a vector of 3D pose parameters is

provided for each corresponding pose descriptor vector.

A Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based classifier to derive the desired

values from a descriptor [Gun98] is viable only for single images but does not

necessarily generate smooth motions for a sequence of frames. The result is the

best matching vector of the training data set and its quality strongly depends

on the number of samples used for creating the training data set.

To create stable and temporally consistent poses from image descriptors,

Agarwal and Triggs [AT04; AT06] use Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) regres-

sion to map their silhouette based Shape Context descriptor to 3D pose data.
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3.5 3D Pose Regression

For every Shape Context descriptor, the best matching set of training poses is

selected and an interpolated pose is generated.

To be able to generate smooth transitions between different sample training

poses for a given pose descriptor, I also use Relevance Vector Machine regression,

yielding spatially and temporally consistent poses that can be combined to

obtain smooth and continuous motion.

3.5.1 Relevance Vector Machine Regression

Relevance vector machine regression is a way to derive a data vector from a

given input feature vector. Instead of directly classifying this input vector, as in

support vector classification, the relevance vector approach uses a multivariate

classification and weighted interpolation of these classes for the final data vector

and can be described by

y = Xf · d(Xb, x), (3.8)

where x ∈ RM is a feature descriptor as input vector generated from the input

data, and y ∈ RN is the unknown data vector that needs to be reconstructed.

The matrix Xb ∈ RM×S represents the set of S support vectors to pre-classify

the input vector. For every support vector, the similarity measure d to the

input vector is determined and used to map the input vector to the optimally

fitting and interpolated data vector via Xf ∈ RN×S. The resulting data vector

is, therefore, a weighted sum of all support vector mappings, while the weights

describe the similarity of the input vector to the individual support vectors.

In order to yield optimal results, the RVM-based regression requires this pre-

trained data model described by Xb and Xf to homogeneously cover all possible
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3 Monocular Pose Estimation

pose configurations. This model can be explicitly learned from annotated

training data consisting of pairs of the image based pose descriptors described in

Section 3.4 and the corresponding angular configuration of a 3D skeleton pose.

The required 3D skeleton pose data is provided by motion capture recordings.

For a valid training data set, the motion capture data needs to be synchronized

with the image data and the derived pose descriptors.

Courtesy of the Drematrix computer graphics lab at HTW Dresden, I was

able to create a set of training sequences using a multi-view motion capture

stage provided by Organic Motion [Org]. Using the marker suit (Section 3.4.2)

and a full-HD camcorder, a video was captured in sync with the motion capture

recording for every training sequence. The per-frame analysis of these video

sequences yielded a pose descriptor for every frame, which was then assigned

and directly mapped to the pose of the actor based on a skeletal model using

20 joints. It is described by a N -dimensional pose angle vector (N = 60) using

three Euler-angles per joint. This labeled training data set is then used to train

and evaluate a proper mapping function from the descriptor space to the desired

pose parameter space.

As the training data generated from video recordings possibly contains many

similar poses, I decided to apply a k-means clustering on the pose descriptors of

all captured training poses. This yields the S most significant pose descriptors

and their corresponding pose configurations of the underlying skeletal model. I

chose to use four different cluster counts S ∈ {512, 768, 1024, 1500} to find the

optimal clustering for a proper RVM regression model training. For all S cluster

centers of the available pose descriptors, the closest and, therefore, best matching

pose descriptor was selected and inserted as a basis vector into the matrix Xb.
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3.5 3D Pose Regression

This matrix describes the basic support vectors for classification of a pose from

pose descriptors. To make the pose reconstruction robust, I chose to substitute

the original pose angle definition of a joint in polar space, where the numerical

angular value gets wrapped around at the 2π = 0 gap by an angle representation

that is split up into sine and cosine part of the angle. Besides a continuous

representation of joint rotation angles, the linear interpolation of two poses,

being one of the major advantages of a RVM compared to SVM classification,

is also more robust and correct using this angle representation. This joint angle

representation is also suited better than a quaternion angle definition, as the

poses described as quaternions require spherical linear interpolation SLERP.

The used RVM model, however, does not support this kind of interpolation. In

addition with the 3D location of the skeletal model this alternate joint angle

description results in a pose vector y of size V = 123.

To finally recover a skeleton pose vector y from a given pose descriptor x

using a pre-trained RVM model {Xb, Xf}, at first the Euclidean distance d of

the pose descriptor x for all basis vectors in Xb is determined as a similarity

measure. This yields a distance matrix D = d(Xb, x) ∈ R1×M containing the

distances between the basis vectors in Xb ∈ RU×M and the pose descriptor

x ∈ RU×1. This distance matrix D can then be used to derive the optimally

fitting skeleton pose vector y by solving

y = Xf ·DT , (3.9)
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where Xf ∈ RV×M provides a matrix of kernel functions. These describe the

interpolation scheme of the poses related to the basis vectors in Xb regarding

the weights described in D. This yields an optimally interpolated pose vector y.

In the application of the pose regression using the pose descriptor based on

marker information, the pose descriptor vector x inR304×1 is compared against

the basis vector set in Xb ∈ R304×S, yielding the distance matrix D ∈ R1×S.

This matrix describes the observed pose with respect to the S pose samples

taken as basis vectors Xb for the RVM model. Using the matrix of kernel

functions Xf ∈ R123×S, the distance matrix D as a representation of the pose

descriptor x can be mapped to a pose angle vector y ∈ R123×1 describing the

pose based on the skeletal model used for creating the training data.

As the matrices Xb and Xf are precomputed using the training data, the

evaluation of a pose descriptor and the mapping to actual pose angles of the

skeleton is just a series of matrix multiplications. These operations are fast and

can be realized as a real-time pose reconstruction for a given pose descriptor

vector.

3.6 Regression Results

For evaluation, I compared pre-captured motion capture data with the pose

vector data generated by the learned RVM model. To make this comparison

valid and to prevent the reconstruction of the actual basis vectors, I used a

disjoint test sequence not used for training the RVM model.

For recording the initial training data, that was also partially used to train

the silhouette segmentation model described in Section 3.3, a Canon XH A1
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3.6 Regression Results

Figure 3.7: Pose regression result: From the original frame (a) all relevant data
for the pose descriptor, i.e. the actor’s silhouette and the individual
marker positions, are extracted (b), and from the generated pose
descriptor a 3D pose vector (c) is interpolated by the utilized RVM
regression model.

Full-HD camcorder was used in combination with a 16-camera motion capture

stage by Organic Motion. The reference video data of 5666 frames in total was

recorded at a resolution of 1440 px an at a framerate of 25 fps.

For generating the silhouette segmentation model only 20 frame of this training

data were sufficient, while a manual segmentation had to be provided. The

RVM model for pose reconstruction was learned from a subset of the available

5666 frames, where the video capture was synchronized to the motion capture

data using a reference frame and a subframe temporal synchronization technique

similar to [MSMP08]. To every frame of this training data set, the silhouette

segmentation technique was applied yielding a realistic silhouette that was then
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used to generate the final pose descriptor vector. The set of pose descriptors

could then be identified with the corresponding 3D skeleton pose angles provided

by the motion capture system. As described in Section 3.5.1 the skeleton consists

of 20 individual joints, each having three degrees of freedom (DOF). From these

pairs, the most significant S ∈ {512, 768, 1024, 1500} were selected for training

the final RVM regression model in a Matlab implementation of Agarwal et

al. [AT04].

For evaluation, a separate synchronized motion capture recording was used

to create a ground truth data set that was not related to the basis vectors of

the RVM regression model. This ensured that the process is not only able to

detect a current input vector in the training data set, but to actually derive a

plausible pose angle vector from any given pose descriptor.

The results can be seen in Figure 3.8, where the average angular error of the

individual body joints is shown with respect to the number of samples used for

training the regression model.

To evaluate the correlation between the size of the training data set and

the final reconstruction quality, S ∈ {512, 768, 1024, 1500} sample pairs of pose

descriptors and pose angle vectors were used to train individual RVM regression

models. As can be seen in the plot, Figure 3.8, the more samples used for

training the model, the more accurate the pose reconstruction gets. However,

this improvement is not very significant. For certain joints like the neck, arms,

or feet, the angular error is significantly higher than for other body joints. As

those joints are covered by only few markers, slightly different positions or

rotations around the joints’ major axis (around the bone) cannot be visually

distinguished very well by the pose descriptor. The reconstruction improvement
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3.6 Regression Results

Figure 3.8: Average angular error compared to the ground truth comparison
data set for every joint of the skeletal model. The quality of the
pose reconstruction improves the more samples are used to train
the RVM model. Still, the error is rather high for some of the body
joints. These are joints that are not covered by many markers and
do not vary much visually when rotations around the joint’s major
axis occur (e.g. arms, feet or neck).

for those joints, however, is still significant compared to the silhouette based

pose reconstruction of Agarwal et al. [AT06]. As can be seen in the angular

accuracy comparison Figure 3.9 between their approach and the proposed pose

reconstruction technique, the angular reconstruction quality is better for all

body joints, especially for the arms and legs. As these might overlap with the

torso silhouette or each other, the marker-based pose description is superior to a

purely silhouette-based pose reconstruction as it explicitly allows to distinguish

between poses having ambiguous silhouettes.
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3 Monocular Pose Estimation

Figure 3.9: Improvement of the per-joint angular error compared to the
silhouette-based technique by Agarwal et al. [AT06] when applied
to the exact same data set. My proposed marker-based method im-
proves overall reconstruction quality, especially the accuracy of the
limbs. The reconstruction quality of the shoulder joints is slightly
worse than that of the compared method, but these joints do not
contribute much to the final visual pose.

Thus, even though the angular error of some joints was rather high, the

overall quality of the reconstruction is still much better in comparison to

existing techniques.

3.7 Acceleration of Pose Descriptor Generation

As the proposed technique is mostly based on image filtering operations and

evaluations using pre-trained data models, the approach is optimally suited to be

parallelized using multi-core computing hardware. The pixel-independent filter-
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ing operations required for image segmentation and robust marker detection can

be significantly sped up using massively parallel computing hardware [ZCW10].

The graph-cut processing step for the final silhouette segmentation, using the

filtered image data as input, can also be solved using such an acceleration

technique and multi-threaded computation. As Vineet et al.demonstrated with

their CUDA Cuts implementation [VN08], solving complex energy minimiza-

tion problems using graph-cuts is possible in real-time using modern day GPU

multiprocessors. Furthermore, for demonstration purposes of complex image

processing pipelines on adaptive and field programmable hardware, the segmen-

tation and marker detection can be implemented as an adaptive computing

processor on an FPGA [TE12]. The final pose reconstruction via RVM regression

requires a precomputed RVM model and is evaluated using only simple matrix

multiplications. Therefore, this step of the pose reconstruction is already very

fast using a standard CPU.

3.8 Discussion

The proposed pose reconstruction technique is able to reconstruct 3D pose

parameters from monocular video data. It is possible to generate such a pose

parameter vector for a single image independently, but using a temporal filtering

approach a temporally consistent and smooth animation can be reconstructed

for a given video sequence. The proposed technique is largely based on indepen-

dent and basic image filtering operations that are parallelizable and, therefore,

suited to be executed on parallel computing hardware such as multi-core proces-

sors, data parallel processor architectures or even specially designed processing
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pipelines modeled by configured FPGAs. The result is a real-time capable pose

estimation technique.

In contrast to existing approaches [AT04; AT06], the proposed technique is

able to reconstruct the pose of a person more stable. The novel, marker-based

pose descriptor Feature Contextas an extension to the Shape Context descrip-

tor [BMP00] incorporates important additional information about occlusion and

location of body parts that can be used during Relevance Vector Machine-based

pose regression. This overcomes the limitations of silhouette and gradient based

pose descriptors, heavily relying on the outer contour information a person,

occurring for poses with ambiguious silhouettes.

A possible application can be found in the interactive design and prototyping

process of garments. Instead of designing a prototype, manufacturing it, and

testing it on a live model, the garment prototype can be designed and modeled

virtually as a 3D representation and tested using an animated 3D body proxy

that is controlled by the motion reconstruction of a model wearing the marker

suit in front of a camera. This removes the part of actually producing real

prototypes of a garment in early design stages and helps to speed up the overall

development process.

It is also possible to quickly generate new motion capture data, if necessary,

without the need of a complicated multi-view motion capture setup.

The potential real-time capability of the approach by using parallel processing

makes it feasible for virtual mirror applications where people use the marker

suit to animate a digital avatar in a virtual mirror-like environment. As an

experimental application, the estimated motion was used to animate a virtual

garment using a rigged body proxy, Figure 3.10. The proposed technique
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could, therefore, be used in a virtual try-on system for an augmented shopping

experience, where customers could virtually try on different clothes using a

digital representation of themselves [DTE+04].

While the presented technique is able to reconstruct a pose from a single

image, it requires the person in the photo or video to wear the marker suit that

was initially used to train the RVM regression model. Therefore, it is still an

active pose estimation technique, not capable of processing arbitrary and already

existing monocular video data. A controlled capture setup is still required as

the suit is a mandatory accessory to the motion reconstruction system. The suit,

however, is rather cheap, as it is made out of a standard flexible fabric that was

tailored and printed with the generated pattern by Adidas. Also, as illumination

affects the recorded suit color, the global illumination during the video capture

must roughly match the illumination used for creating the training data. With

a strongly different or colored global illumination, the image segmentation and

marker detection will fail, as they heavily rely on color information.

Having a controlled capture setup with correct illumination and the marker

suit, a robust pose reconstruction is possible from monocular data. The overall

reconstruction quality is superior to existing techniques. However, the proposed

approach requires a marker suit and a RVM regression model based on training

data, making it infeasible for arbitrary, existing monocular video material.
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Figure 3.10: Exemplar application: The reconstructed motion can be used to
animate a virtual garment. This way, a virtual try-on application
can be realized.
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4 Joint Estimation of Body

Shape and Pose

To overcome the limitations of the active motion reconstruction approach

presented in Chapter 3, another way to estimate an actor’s pose from monocular

input data has to be found. It should be possible to create plausible pose data

without the need of a special marker pattern on a tight-fitting suit as a constraint

to the video capture. Not having to rely on a special capture setup also removes

the constrained availability of training data and having to pre-train a regression

model to such a suit. This, on the one hand, requires a different pose and motion

reconstruction approach. It would enable to process and augment already

existing video data. Analyzing and processing existing video data removes

the need for a real-time motion reconstruction application and allows to use

computationally more complex reconstruction approaches. The offline processing

aspect also allows to move the focus towards more realistic video augmentation,

as the video analysis now allows to build up and reconstruct a more sophisticated

model of the actor. Especially for realistic video augmentation, the model needs

to incorporate a realistic estimate of the actor’s body shape in addition to its

motion. The desired result is a fully animated 3D body model combining a
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smooth and detailed motion model with a realistic body shape representation

that closely resembles the person in the original input video.

4.1 Silhouette-Based Reconstruction

To achieve the goals mentioned above, only information may be used for recon-

struction that is available in any given video of a human actor. As textures of

clothes and the body surface may vary, the most reliable source of pose and

shape information is the actor’s silhouette. As shown by Mori et al. [MM02] it

is possible to properly describe a human pose from a silhouette alone. Based on

a visual comparison of the original silhouette with a parameterized body model,

the shape of the actor can matched by tuning the model shape parameters.

Given the correct pose, this will yield the best fitting body shape to recreate the

silhouette. In case of multi-view video footage, this approach allows to estimate

a realistic body shape [CTMS03; HRT+09].

A body’s shape can be approximately described using a parametrized body

model such as SCAPE [ASK+05] or MakeHuman [Mak], giving control of the

body shape via a set of deformation parameters Λ = (λ1, . . . , λM). While the

SCAPE model allows to control major body properties and shape parameters

which are derived from statistical analysis of real world data, the MakeHu-

man body model additionally allows to control the shape and proportions even

of small body details.

The silhouette used for approximating the optimal body shape can be created

manually or by semi-automatically extracting it from the video data in a pre-

processing step using a graph-cut based segmentation technique [RKB04].
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The pose or motion, respectively, can be described using a hierarchical skeletal

structure in combination with a blended vertex skinning of the 3D body model

to this skeleton. Depending on the complexity of the skeletal structure, poses

can be described more or less accurately by a set of joint angles Φ = (φ1, . . . , φN ).

The MakeHuman body model uses a skeleton composed of 31 joints, each having

three degrees of freedom (DOF). The skeleton of the SCAPE body model uses a

slightly smaller number of 22 joints which are limited to only a single DOF per

joint. This makes the MakeHuman model more flexible as it allows to control

the pose in more detail. The set of joint angles allows to fully describe a single

pose and deform the skinned 3d mesh model accordingly.

Figure 4.1: Parameterized Body Models: Exemplar renderings of both parame-
terized body models SCAPE (left) and MakeHuman (right) used for
reconstructing the shape and pose of an actor. Both body models
allow recreating a variety of body shapes.
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As both parameter sets control the surface deformation of the 3D body model,

the silhouette comparison allows to describe the matching quality of the body

model to the real actor. The individual parameters can be optimized to reduce

the silhouette matching error. Via energy minimization a plausible solution

can be generated by finding a minimum of a fitting functional over the space of

pose and shape parameters. This solution, however, might not be the correct

solution, as ambiguities from missing 3D information introduce multiple local

minima of the fitting functional. As both sets of pose and shape parameters

are rather big, consisting of roughly one hundred single parameters, a direct

fitting is computationally expensive and multiple local minima might exist that

do not represent a valid solution. The body shape also does not change over

time.To make the fitting procedure more efficient, I decided to use a disjoint

optimization of either parameter sets. By fitting the body shape parameters

first, these can be kept fixed during the body pose optimization. This reduces

the dimensionality of the parameter space of the fitting functionals and allows

to find an adequate solution more quickly.

4.2 Body Shape Estimation

The first step towards a properly reconstructed 3D model is the reconstruction

of a realistic body shape. It is important to reconstruct the shape first as

the reconstruction of the body pose heavily relies on a correct body shape

representation.

Using an energy minimization optimization based on a simplex decent ap-

proach [NM65], a set of adequate fitting shape parameters can be estimated
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for a given silhouette. The minimized energy is an error measure based on

silhouette comparison between original and estimated body silhouette. The

shape estimation problem can be formulated as an optimization of a set of shape

parameters Λ based on this silhouette error.

Estimating body shape parameters based on this silhouette comparison,

however, requires the pose in the input image to be known. So an initial pose

Φα has to be provided to initialize body shape estimation.

4.2.1 Body Shape Error

The estimation of the body shape can be posed as the global optimization of the

set of body shape parameters Λ regarding a silhouette-based energy functional

EShape(Λ; Φt,Mt) for a given input frame t

argmin
Λ

EShape(Λ; Φt,Mt) = Es + αEh (4.1)

which consists of two separate energy terms Es and Eh. The overall silhouette

mismatch Es is represented by the absolute number of non-matching silhouette

pixels and allows to describe the quality of a shape parameter set Λ. This

silhouette mismatch is computed by re-projecting the body model B(Φt,Λ)

using the current body shape parameters Λ and initial pose Φt = Φα into the

image plane and comparing it per-pixel with the segmented input frame Mt

Es(Φt,Λ,Mt) =
#pixels∑
p=1
|Mt(p)− P (B(Φt,Λ))(p)|. (4.2)
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The initial pose needs to be defined manually for a reference frame t. As some

shape parameters may strongly influence overall body height, in certain cases a

local minimum might be falsely considered by shrinking or enlarging the whole

silhouette to compensate for shape mismatches at parts of the body’s extremities,

see Figure 4.2. The change of the height parameter might reduce the error

term, while the correct solution would consist of tuning multiple parameters

controlling the shape of select limbs instead. Therefore, the additional error

term Eh is introduced to describe the height mismatch of the silhouette and

further constrain shape parameter optimization

Eh(Φt,Λ,Mt) = |ymin,Mt − ymin,Bt |+ |ymax,Mt − ymax,Bt|. (4.3)

For a common image or video, it can be assumed that the person to be

reconstructed is standing up with his/her feet being the lowest point of the

silhouette. From this, the relative difference in silhouette height between Mt

and Bt can be used to describe the height mismatch of the current shape

parameter set, while ymin,Mt , ymin,Bt and ymax,Mt , ymax,Bt represent the minimum

and maximum y-values of non-zero pixels in the silhouettes of actor Mt and

body model Bt.

The comparison of the shape parameter estimation with and without the

additional term Eh is shown in Figure 4.2. The value of α = 30 yielded good

results for all experiments.
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Figure 4.2: Silhouette Comparison: The silhouette overlap is evaluated using
two separate quality measures. The term Es describes the overall
silhouette difference, while Eh penalizes differences in body height.
The body shape optimization results with and without this additional
term can be seen in the lower right and lower left, respectively. The
body shape improvement is depicted in the lower central image.

4.2.2 Shape Parameter Optimization

The approach was tested with the SCAPE model as well as the MakeHu-

man body model parameterization. The former model provides a huge set of

parameters describing the shape deformation in form of principal components

of the underlying shape space data set. To reduce complexity I chose to use the

MSCAPE = 30 most significant shape parameters of this statistical model, as they

already allow to control the body shape in detail, while the omitted parameters
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are only of small influence. By optimizing all parameters in this subset, the

described approach converges to a realistic body shape corresponding to the

actor’s shape in less than 500 iterations.

The MakeHuman body model was artificially designed by an artist and

provides 50 shape parameters that directly relate to the shape of certain body

parts. They are explicitly provided by the artist instead of being automatically

generated by a PCA. Exploiting body symmetry, such as the shape of left

and rights arms or legs, this set of body shape parameters can be effectively

reduced to 35 unique shape parameters. Additionally, the MakeHuman model

provides sets of so-called MACRO parameters. These parameters describe a

semantic combination of body shape parameters, such as gender, overall size,

and weight, and allow to speed up convergence to the best body shape. With

a small set of MMACRO = 4 of these MACRO parameters a quick convergence

towards an initial, well fitting body shape is possible. The estimated values

of the MACRO parameters can then be used as an initialization for a second

shape optimization using more shape parameters called MICRO parameters, of

which MMICRO = 50 are used to tune the body shape in more detail. Using this

two-staged optimization approach, in general, less iterations are necessary to

converge to the most plausible body shape, even though the total number of

parameters to be optimized for the MakeHuman model is larger than the number

of those in the SCAPE model. The fast shape convergence to an initial solution

using only 4 MACRO parameters is a big advantage of the MakeHuman model.

Compared to the MakeHuman model, the body shape description of SCAPE is

directly derived from a principal component analysis of real-world body shape

data. The first few shape parameters describe the shape deformation similar to
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the MACRO parameters of the MakeHuman model, but there are no explicit

parameters for single body parts as no semantic information was introduced into

the model. Unfortunately, due to this unsupervised parameter space construc-

tion, certain shape parameters might also cancel each other out. A two-staged

optimization is not practical as it is uncertain which shape parameters influence

each other. Some semantic controls were added to the model by Hasler et

al. by remapping the parameter space to a predefined semantic parameter

space [HSS+09]. This, however, does not change the overall control of the body

shape as the shape parameters always control multiple body shape properties

in combination instead of single shape details related to distinct body parts.

Therefore, because the shape parameter mapping is more clearly and distinc-

tive, the MakeHuman model provided better shape estimation results at faster

convergence, even though the model is not based on range scan data of real

people.

4.3 Body Pose Estimation

Body pose estimation makes use of an approach similar to the body shape

estimation, ref. Section 4.2.

The set of pose parameters, defined by the degrees of freedom (DOF) of

the underlying kinematic chain, is optimized via a simplex decent energy mini-

mization approach. The energy functional uses also a silhouette-based energy

term that describes the overall silhouette mismatch error. In addition to this

silhouette error term, spatial and temporal information is included to ensure
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4 Joint Estimation of Body Shape and Pose

that the reconstructed pose is logically possible and temporally consistent to

poses of adjacent frames in the case of an input video.

4.3.1 Body Pose Error

The energy functional minimized during body pose estimation can be posed as

follows:

argmin
Φt

EPose(Φt; Λ,Mt) = Es + βEt + γEi (4.4)

The first term is the same as in Equation 4.2 used for body shape optimization.

The second term Et penalizes rapid temporal pose changes by evaluating the

sum of absolute differences in angular acceleration of all body joints,

Et(Φt−1,Φt) =
N∑
i=1

eδ|φi,t−φi,t−1| − 1, (4.5)

where φi,t is the ith pose parameter in frame t. Ambiguous poses can be

eliminated using this temporal component as only poses are considered that are

spatially close to a previous pose. Poses having similar silhouettes while being

spatially different, e.g. mirrored along the viewing direction, are discarded early,

preventing temporally inconsistent motion reconstruction. A weight of δ = 2.5

for this error term yielded temporally consistent motions, while a larger value

of δ falsely dampens fast motions of the actor.

As a third error term Ei, the geometric possibility of the pose is evaluated,

and self-interpenetrations of the body model are penalized,
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4.3 Body Pose Estimation

Ei(Φt,Λ) =
|V|∑
j=1

dp(vj,Φt,Λ). (4.6)

For every body part, a body surface collision test is evaluated and for every

vertex vj ∈ Bt the penetration depth dp(vj,Φt,Λ) is accumulated. This penetra-

tion depth is used to describe collision error magnitude. While dp(vj,Φt,Λ) = 0

for all vertices vj ∈ Bt that are not penetrating any body surface, dp is the

perpendicular Euclidean distance to the closest surface point of the penetrated

body part. Strong weighting of this energy term with γ = 500 ensures that

self-interpenetrations are reduced to a minimum during energy minimization.

4.3.2 Pose Parameter Optimization

In contrast to the two-staged shape parameter optimization approach in Sec-

tion 4.2, all pose parameters are optimized for together. The optimization is

initialized with the manually defined initial pose Φt = Φα of the body model Bt

and its estimated shape Λ from Section 4.2. Again a simplex descent based on

the energy term EPose(Φt; Λ,Mt) described above is used to converge to a pose

vector φt of the succeeding frame. This optimizer then proceeds to estimate the

pose parameters Φ for the succeeding frames in sequential order. To optimize

preceeding frames to the initial pose in frame It, Φt−1 can be substituted by

Φt+1 in Equation 4.5.

Due to the pose-dependent parts of the energy functional, the pose parameters

can be weighted individually during optimization. This allows to explicitly

dampen angular changes that might result in a large positional displacement,

such as for body joints of the upper parts of the kinematic hierarchy. The
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4 Joint Estimation of Body Shape and Pose

MakeHuman body model provides a very detailed kinematic model consisting of

31 individual joints, allowing to control individual fingers and multiple regions

of the head, for example, while the SCAPE model only uses a coarse kinematic

chain 22 joints to animate the model. Both models use three degrees of freedom

(DOF) per joint. To reduce the parameter search space, unnecessary joints of

the MakeHuman model are explicitly excluded from optimization. These are, for

example, rotations along a bone’s axis which would not be physically possible or

do not affect the final visual hull of the body model. As these excluded degrees

of freedom do not influence the final pose result very much and even might

be undesired due to impossible poses, omitting these joints does not harm the

optimization result. Reducing this parameter set to NMakeHuman = 53 individual

degrees of freedom, still being more than double the size of the NSCAPE = 22

pose parameters of the SCAPE model, the optimization was able to converge

to a plausible pose within N ≤ 200 iterations for all test cases.

4.4 Initialization and Manual Interaction

The presented approach uses only silhouette information to recover a body’s

shape and pose from monocular input video data. The separate optimization of

shape and pose requires the reconstruction algorithm to be initialized beforehand

as no information about position and size is known a-priori.

As normally no detailed information about a person’s shape is provided along

with an input image, all necessary parameters controlling, e.g., gender, size,

and muscularity, have to be derived from the image alone. For single images

parameterized body models allows to create a realistic looking 3D human avatar
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4.4 Initialization and Manual Interaction

corresponding to the person in the image by providing a user-initialized pose

and further optimizing pose and shape fully automatic [YLK11]. Using only

silhouette information, it is possible to efficiently fit the body shape parameters

Λ = (λ1, . . . , λM) of the body model to match the appearance in the provided

initial input frame.

From there, the estimated body shape parameters can be kept constant and

can be used for pose reconstruction throughout the rest of the video sequence.

Starting from the initial position Φ0, the pose can be propagated to succeeding

frames while optimizing the joint angles Φt = (φ1,t, . . . , φN,t).

Due to orientation and ordering ambiguities of individual body parts in the

resulting silhouette, the pose optimization might choose wrong local minima

during the pose fit. To compensate for those fitting errors, I explicitly allow

for the user to correct falsely reconstructed poses manually if necessary. Using

a key frame-based animation model, it is easy to modify and correct pose

parameters in these frames. This pose correction is then used as a guiding

constraint in an additional pose optimization iteration. Linear interpolation

between a user-defined key-frame and the last estimated pose configuration Φt−1

influences the smoothing term and therefore guides the motion reconstruction

according to the user constraint. These user-defined key-frames are possible per

individual joint, minimizing the overall user interaction when correcting for a

pose misalignment of a single joint or part of the kinematic chain.
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4 Joint Estimation of Body Shape and Pose

4.5 Results

Given a monocular input video and a corresponding silhouette segmentation, it

is possible to reconstruct a 3D body shape and motion model. After a manual

pose initialization of the default body model, the body shape is estimated based

on a silhouette-guided energy minimization technique. The estimated body

shape is used to reconstruct the pose in all frames of the input video. Again,

the parameters are optimized by minimizing an energy functional based on

silhouette information, as well as temporal motion consistency and physical

plausibility.

The reconstructed animated body model visually matches the shape and

motion of the person in the original video and can be used for video augmentation

purposes. Relying on silhouette data only, the technique can be applied to

arbitrary video data. This way, already recorded footage can be modified in a

post process and even videos from online video platforms such as YouTubeTMor

VimeoTMcan be processed, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

4.6 Discussion

The presented approach to shape and pose estimation is purely based on

silhouette information. By comparing the original actor silhouette with the

projected body model, shape and pose parameters of a parameterized body

model can be optimized for in an iterated process.

In contrast to state-of-the-art techniques [JTST10], the proposed method

does not rely on additional feature tracking ensuring temporal consistency as
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Figure 4.3: Shape and Pose Reconstruction Results: Using an online video
provided by c©Stock Footage the shape and pose reconstruction can
be demonstrated for arbitrary video data. The body model shape
was properly estimated by the automated shape optimization of
Section 4.2 to resemble an athletic male body, and properly adapted
to the motion of the actor over a sequence of 299 frames using the
semi-automatic pose estimation described in Section 4.3.

this is already included in the pose estimation error term. Also impossible

poses are explicitly penalized by checking for body self-interpenetrations during

optimization.
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4 Joint Estimation of Body Shape and Pose

Figure 4.4: Shape and Pose Reconstruction Results: Using the Into The Blue
c©MGM sequence, the 3D body of the female actress was modeled
automatically.

Similar to [JTST10] the approach requires precomputed silhouette data using

semi-automatic state-of-the-art segmentation techniques, and manual interaction

for pose initialization and optional error correction. Therefore it is limited to

offline processing and not real-time capable. However, for high quality video

augmentation including realistic virtual garments, this is not necessary as the

cloth simulation is another limiting factor requiring offline processing.

A high quality video augmentation, however, requires the reconstructed body

model to perfectly match the original actor. As the parameterized body model

does not describe additional clothing or hair, the estimated body shape may

still mismatch the actor in certain body regions. Especially for wide and loose

clothing the shape and pose optimization does not create acceptable results,
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4.6 Discussion

limiting the approach to video data with actors wearing rather tight fitting

clothes. Slight shape mismatches, however, can be compensated for in subsequent

image-based corrections.
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5 Reconstructing Scene

Illumination

A crucial component required for realistic video augmentation is a proper

illumination model. This model is used to realistically illuminate and shade

artificial objects embedded in the original video for augmentation. Such an

illumination model, consisting of light source positions and light colors, has

to be recovered from the visual appearance of the input sequence. These

parameters are hard to estimate, especially when 3D information about the

scene or reference objects are missing. Surface orientations are unknown in

monocular video, making it impossible to relate surface shading directly to

the direction of incident light. Also, surface material appearance is already a

combination of surface material properties and illumination. Properly separating

surface material properties and scene illumination from monocular data without

any prior knowledge is a long standing problem [BC10; CWJ11; ZC91].
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5.1 Motivation

Given a 3D human model reconstructed from the monocular input video, the

additional information about surface orientation and location helps to overcome

these limitations. Inspired by photometric stereo approaches and shape-from-

shading techniques that recover surface normals from an image under known

illumination conditions this principle can be inverted yielding illumination

parameters from a given surface model, instead. However, without knowledge

about actual scene illumination, the surface appearance cannot be decomposed in

surface material and surface shading easily, as surface albedo is usually unknown.

Therefore, a robust technique is needed to recover surface albedo from complex

textured objects in monocular images or videos without any knowledge about

the scene illumination. There are approaches trying to recover both, surface

albedo and incident illumination, by solving a combined problem [GVWT13;

VWB+12], but this increases the complexity of the overall problem. Instead, I

propose to estimate the surface albedo using a statistical color analysis prior

to the reconstruction of scene illumination from surface orientation and the

estimated surface albedo.

5.2 Surface Albedo Reconstruction from

Animated Geometry

The idea of this approach is to exploit 3D animated geometry corresponding

to an object in an input video. Due to the object’s motion it is likely that

the illumination of most surface points changes over time. This is similar
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5.2 Surface Albedo Reconstruction from Animated Geometry

to multiple illumination samples used in photometric stereo techniques and

yields information about the influence of the scene illumination to the surface

appearance. Sampling the colors for every surface point over time allows to

analyze the change in visual appearance and eventually to separate illumination

from surface albedo. A naïve approach would be to average the color samples

of each surface point and use this as albedo estimate. However, this considers

every surface point to be independent and does not properly model uniform

surface materials that cover larger areas of the object. The result would be a

very noisy surface albedo that might also be heavily influenced by local shadow

artifacts. Also, invisible surface areas cannot be reconstructed due to missing

color samples.

To remove the influence of local illumination artifacts and reduce noise, I

propose an albedo reconstruction technique consisting of three steps.

• Color samples are collected for all visible vertices over the entire video

sequence, Section 5.2.1.

• A two-staged clustering method is used to compute the most plausible

surface colors, and all visible vertices are labeled according to their most

probable surface color, Section 5.2.2.

• In a final step, the surface color of all invisible mesh vertices is recov-

ered by choosing the best fitting surface color from their neighborhood,

Section 5.2.3.
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5 Reconstructing Scene Illumination

Using this proposed technique it is possible to recover the surface albedo of

multi-material objects in monocular video sequences and to provide a complete

HSV albedo map for the 3D mesh representation of this object.

5.2.1 Surface Color Sampling

Given an input video sequence I and a corresponding animated mesh, color

samples for visible mesh vertices can be taken from every video frame It ∈ I.

To reduce the complexity of the sampling I decided to use a per-vertex color

sampling as this data is sufficient to reconstruct scene illumination. High

frequency details of the surface material are not very important to solving this

problem, as illumination affects a local surface patch uniformly. This allows to

average the illumination influence of every local patch, which is equivalent to

low-pass filtering surface material reflectance.

For every vertex v ∈ Vt of the body model mesh, its visibility can be computed

for every frame. This is done by projecting each vertex v into camera space

using v′ = Pt ·Mt · v, with Mt and Pt being the modelview and the projection

matrix of the frame t, respectively. The visibility for each vertex v can then

be computed by comparing the projected vertex’s depth v′z against the depth

map Dt of the rendered object and all color samples with v′z > Dt(v′x,v′y) are

pruned.

To reduce the noise of the sampling data, color samples at vertices with a

surface normal n almost perpendicular to the viewing direction d are omitted.

These vertices belong to border regions of the projected object and, due to the

visually plausible but not exact reconstruction of the body mesh, the projection
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5.2 Surface Albedo Reconstruction from Animated Geometry

error of original and reconstructed surface point in image space might be too

large to take valid color samples. I found a threshold value of αmin = 10◦

between surface normal n and viewing direction d to be sufficient to reduce the

projection error-induced sampling noise.

Thus, only reliable color samples cv,t = It(v′x,v′y) are taken into account for

frame It. Finally, a set of color samples cv,t is generated for every vertex v of

the mesh surface.

In the following steps of the albedo reconstruction, the HSV color space is

used in order to distinguish and classify color samples in chromaticity or hue and

saturation. As there is no information about the scene’s illumination, one needs

to exploit the known geometry for every frame of the input video to compute

a per-vertex ambient occlusion ratio [PG04], which describes the influence of

the environmental illumination on each vertex. We normalize the brightness

component V of all color samples cv,t according to the precomputed ambient

occlusion ratio ov,t for each vertex v and frame It.

5.2.2 Statistical Albedo Classification

To recover a surface material model from the collected color samples cv,t, I

propose to use a two-staged clustering of the sample data that removes the

influence of local illumination artifacts such as shadows or specularities while

creating a set of material albedo candidates of predefined size.

All color samples are clustered regarding to their hue component first. I make

use of k-means clustering [Mac+67] to segment all collected color samples into

kH groups with common hue values. Since the hue component in the HSV color
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space is defined in polar space, h(cv,t) ∈ [0 . . . π], projecting the one-dimensional

polar hue sample values into 2D Cartesian coordinates, hx(cv,t) = cos(h(cv,t)),

hy(cv,t) = sin(h(cv,t)) allows to properly compute the hue clusters in this 2D

mapping. The 2D cluster center positions are then re-projected back into polar

coordinates, yielding the kH most prominent material hues visible in the input

data. Every color sample is then assigned to one of these hue clusters.

To account for albedos with similar hue but strong differences in saturation

(S) and/or value (V) (e.g., red, brown, and black), I make use of a subsequent

k-means clustering to segment all color samples cv,t associated with a hue cluster

CHj into kSV sub-clusters regarding to their saturation and value components.

These clusters describe the different shades of a material with a certain hue

visible in the input data.

In combination kH ·kSV HSV clusters CHjSVk are generated of which the center

coordinates are used as albedo candidates. The optimal number of clusters

depends on the visual appearance of the object in I, but I found kH = 20 and

kSV = 3 to generally yield good results, as this describes a variety of possible

hue values at different shading levels.

Having a HSV cluster labeling for all color samples cv,t, the associated cluster

centers can be assigned as albedo color to every corresponding vertex v. Since

a vertex may have generated a variety of color samples with different associated

albedo labels, for every vertex the cluster center albedo is chosen that was

assigned to the majority of color samples of this vertex. This way the most

likely albedo is assigned to each vertex and temporal, local changes to the visual

surface appearance, like moving shadows, are suppressed.
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5.2.3 Surface Albedo Reconstruction

The clustering in Section 5.2.2 generates and assigns the most likely albedo

colors to the majority of visible vertices. However, for all invisible surface areas,

such as object backsides or permanently occluded areas, and also for areas

that did not provide reliable color samples no albedo color could be assigned.

Assuming that the surface material is locally smooth, albedo colors for those

surface areas can be derived from local neighbors with a valid albedo assignment.

An iterative hole-filling approach allows to quickly generate a complete

albedo coloring of the animated mesh model. For every vertex v without

an assigned albedo color, the albedo of the closest adjacent neighbor vertex

vj = minvi d(v,vi),vi ∈ N(v) is selected, with d(va,vb) being the Euclidean

distance of two vertices and N(v) being the set of adjacent vertices to v. The

assignment is iterated in a region-growing fashion until all vertices have been

assigned an albedo color.

The result is a complete vertex coloring of the input mesh model corresponding

to the input video sequence. Note that due to the likelihood assignment of

albedo colors to each vertex, not all generated albedo candidates are necessarily

used in the final vertex coloring. Therefore, using a predefined, fixed number of

cluster centers kH and kSV during albedo estimation does not heavily affect the

final result. This would be the case, if the object exhibits more differently colored

materials than there are allowed hue clusters kH, but, in general, articulated

objects only feature a small number of different materials.
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5.2.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the resulting quality of the proposed technique, I used a synthetic

test sequences for comparison of original and reconstructed surface albedo. This

sequence features an animated human body model with predefined surface

albedo that is rendered using a non-trivial scene illumination using several

differently colored light sources, Figure 5.1.

After recovering the surface albedo from the synthetic sequence, a qualitative

comparison shows that the estimated albedo is relatively constant over all input

frames, Figure 5.2.

The accuracy of the estimated hue and saturation components is always

above 95%. The relatively low quality of the estimated luminance component

stems from the impossibility to decompose the brightness of the visual color

appearance into environmental illumination and albedo brightness without

any additional information. Assuming the illumination to be at maximum

brightness, the darkening factor fully affects the albedo estimate instead of

being a combination of illumination and albedo. Due to a low environmental

illumination of the synthetic rendering the estimated color brightness of the

albedo color is reconstructed as a scaled version of the ground-truth albedo

luminance component, and the brightest estimated surface albedo is scaled

according to the brightest visible color of the input images. Thus, the estimated

image visually matches the original input in brightness. Due to the scaled albedo

estimate the reconstruction error for dark colors is less than for bright colors,

as can be seen in the visualized albedo estimation error for the first frame of

the synthetic sequence, Figure 5.3(V).
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5.2 Surface Albedo Reconstruction from Animated Geometry

Figure 5.1: Example frames of the synthetic test sequence: The frames rendered
with a path tracer can be seen in row (a). The original surface albedo
for those frame is depicted in row (b), while the reconstructed surface
albedo is shown in row (c). The bright spots on the neck, e.g., stem
from a constant bright illumination in this body region. As it is not
possible to directly separate material brightness from illumination,
the albedo in these regions was assumed to be brighter.

The naïve approach of setting the V component to a constant value during

reconstruction to compensate for too dark albedos, however, does not work since

the color black requires V = 0 while bright colors or white require V = 1. Either
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Figure 5.2: Per-channel mean error of the reconstructed HSV albedo of ev-
ery surface point over the entire synthetic sequence. The separate
channels hue (blue), saturation (red), and value (yellow) are recon-
structed at different levels of accuracy. While hue and saturation
are reconstructed very well with less than 2% resp. 5% error, the
color brightness is heavily influenced by the unknown environmental
illumination and can, therefore, only be reconstructed as a scaled
version of the original material brightness. Being reconstructed with
a mean error of about 40% still shows a tendency towards the correct
brightness.

very dark or very bright colors are reconstructed with high error in this case.

My proposed approach, on the other hand, reconstructs the value component of

the surface albedo as a scaled version of the original albedo. Therefore, in the

application of illumination estimation, the value component of the reconstructed

albedo can be rescaled according to a constant illumination intensity, or vice

versa, to remove the effect of this reconstruction error.

The proposed technique was also evaluated using three real-world sequences

with a variety of illumination settings and surface materials. The scene in
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Figure 5.3: Per-channel mean error of the first frame of our synthetic sequence:
Top: Ground-truth albedo (left) vs. estimated albedo (right). Bot-
tom: The strongest deviation from the desired albedo color can be
seen in the value component of the reconstructed HSV albedo color
(3rd image), while the reconstruction of hue and saturation (1st and
2nd image, resp.) yield very good results.

Figure 5.4(a) was taken from the motion picture Into The Blue. The sequence

Haidi, Figure 5.4(b), was taken from the i3DPost dataset [GKH+09; SH07], and

the Yoga sequence used in Figure 5.4(c) was taken from a video available on

online. A plausible albedo reconstruction could be obtained for every sequence,
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Figure 5.4: Real-world scenes used for testing: (a) taken from the motion picture
Into The Blue c©MGM, (b) taken from the i3DPost dataset, and
(c) taken from an online video c©Stock Footage.

matching the visual appearance of the actors. The albedo of skin, hair and

clothes could be reconstructed uniformly for the Into The Blue sequence as the

actress was walking along a curve and rotating the body relative to the light

sources. This reduced the influence of self-shadowing artifacts during the albedo

reconstruction. In the Haidi and Yoga sequence, a more linear movement of the

actors resulted in multiple albedos, e.g, for the upper body region, as shadows

affected these regions in all input frames. Distinguishing between shadow or

surface texture was impossible, consequently resulting in multiple albedo colors

for the same surface material. These different albedo colors, however, primarily

vary in their value component, as shown in the synthetic example, Figure 5.3(V).

This approach to monocular albedo reconstruction of arbitrary objects was

published in [RBM14] and was presented to an audience in the field of general

image processing.
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5.3 Scene Illumination Reconstruction

Having available a 3D mesh representation as well as the unshaded surface

albedo for every visible surface point for each frame of the input video allows

for a per-frame reconstruction of scene illumination.

By analyzing the visual difference of the unshaded object compared to the

final shaded result as provided by the original input video, a set of incident

illumination directions can be estimated. The animated and textured 3D

geometry provides 3D position, surface orientation, and HSV surface albedo

for every surface point in every frame. Assuming a Lambertian shading model

[BJ03], the final visible surface color is a result from these input variables

combined with the sought set of incident illumination vectors and light source

colors. The shading equation

Lo(x, ωo) =
∫

Ω
fr(x, ωi, ωo)Li(x, ωi)(ωi · n) d ωi (5.1)

can be rearranged and solved for the illumination parameters of Li(x, ωi) using

the available information of the original image Lo(x, ωo) = It, the geometry

n at each surface point provided by the results of Chapter 4, and the surface

reflectance model fr(x, ωi, ωo) recovered in Section 5.2.

As the problem is ambiguous, not knowing the exact number of light sources,

I decided to constrain the problem by using a fixed set of L potential light
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sources, as proposed by Gibson et al. [GHH01]. This reduces the complexity of

the overall reconstruction problem. It can now be formulated as a linear system

argmin
x
‖Ax− b‖2 (5.2)

describing the shading equations for a set of L light source candidates which

can be solved in a least-squares sense. The 3L × 1 vector x is describing the

RGB components of all sample light sources, b is the vectorized version of the

original input image It, and each row of the matrix A represents the influence

of each light source to every image pixel according to the used shading model.

Using a Lambertian shading model based on the albedo estimate of Section 5.2

already reproduces good results. The approach is theoretically able to use more

complex shading models based on BRDFs.

In contrast to Gibson et al. [GHH01] I decided to arrange the sample light

sources equidistantly on a camera-oriented hemisphere using a golden spiral

point distribution [SP06], Figure 5.5. This set of light sources properly describes

the majority of the shaded and visible surface pixels, while light sources behind

the object only contribute to the shading of boundary pixels. These regions

on the geometry, however, provide less reliable surface orientation information

due to the still imperfect shape and pose reconstruction of body model B.

Therefore, the selected set of L light source candidates allows to describe the

set of reliable surface points optimally, while potential light sources supported

only by unreliable surface sampling areas are explicitly omitted.

After empirical evaluations using N = 400 light sources seemed to be sufficient

to describe a scene’s illumination plausibly.
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Figure 5.5: Illumination Reconstruction: The illumination is reconstructed for a
fixed set of light sources, equidistantly arranged on a camera-oriented
hemisphere (e). Comparing the target image (d) with the rendering
using the reconstructed surface albedo (a), body geometry (b), and
surface orientation (c) allows to estimate the color and brightness of
the light sources.

To further reduce the complexity of the linear system, not every surface point

is taken into account. The colors are sampled from the final image into b only

for an equidistantly sampled subset of surface points. A shading equation can
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be formulated according to the local surface geometry for every light source

position in A. The entirety of these sample supported equations yields a system

of equations ‖Ax − b‖2 that can be solved for x as a minimization problem

in a least squares fashion. The color difference of the shaded 3D body model

and the original input image It of the selected sample positions is minimized by

selecting a local minimum of active light sources in the fixed set of light source

candidates. The result is a vector of light colors for all N light source candidates

on the hemisphere, while all inactive light sources are assigned black, (0, 0, 0).

By integrating an additional constraint to the linear problem, the number of

active light sources can be reduced to a minimum. This also helps to reconstruct

the original scene illumination more realistically as the number of existing light

sources is naturally rather small.

Using a non-negative least squares solver (NNLS) [LH95] allows to compute

a physically correct solution that prevents light sources from emitting negative

energy and canceling each other out in the final solution. This, again, reduces

the search space of valid local minima and helps converge to a final solution

very quickly.

This technique is able to estimate the incident illumination on a per-frame

basis, as the color and surface samples It and Bt taken from the same frame

in time It allows to reconstruct dynamic scene illumination over the complete

sequence. Temporal filtering of the N light source colors removes high frequency

fluctuations of the illumination intensity, yielding a smoothly animated scene

illumination, Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Example frames of a sequence with a moving light source: The
images show the effect of the reconstructed animated light source
compared to static lighting. The moving shadow in the background
gives an idea of the original illumination direction. If a virtual
object does not resemble the same illumination conditions, it is less
probable in the composed image. The spherical illustrations on
the bottom row depict the reconstructed light source positions and
colors.

5.4 Discussion

The proposed approaches to albedo reconstruction in Section 5.2 and scene

illumination estimation in Section 5.3 exploit the reconstructed geometry in-
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formation created in Chapter 4. In contrast to other approaches [GVWT13;

VWB+12], this knowledge about the geometry can be used to effectively reduce

the complexity of the problem to a minimum.

Assuming a moving object, the reconstructed geometry can be used to recover

a complete surface albedo map in a statistical analysis of visible surface points.

This approach, however, fails for static objects in a scene with non-moving

light sources as it directly makes use of changing illumination onto the object’s

surface stemming from object or light source motion. For the use case of actor

augmentation in monocular video motion of actor, camera, or lights is a valid

assumption. In case of self-shadowing that does not change over time, the surface

albedo might be reconstructed slightly darker in the affected body regions. This

does not affect the subsequent illumination reconstruction much as it uses the

entire visible surface albedo for every potential light source.

The illumination reconstruction processes only those light source positions,

that can be effectively estimated using the data available. In comparison to

Gibson et al. [GHH01] the uniform light source distribution on a hemisphere

ensures a realistic illumination reconstruction for various scenes, while the ad-

ditional non-negative least squares solver prevents impossible solutions of the

optimization problem. The separated estimation of albedo and illumination

furthermore allows to reconstruct animated scene illumination, as the albedo in-

formation can be evaluated for every frame of the sequence. However, estimating

the illumination as a combination of few, local light sources does not properly

resemble light sources having covering large areas. To reconstruct this kind of

illumination, a very dense set of potential light source positions need to be used

for reconstruction, making the illumination reconstruction more complex.
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and Rendering

A realistic augmentation of existing video data requires virtual objects to be

convincingly and credibly embedded into the original scene. Multiple factors

come into play to make this embedding visually plausible and believable to a

viewer.

First of all, the motion and interaction of the object must correspond to the

objects originally present in the video. Interactions must result in plausible

behavior and objects must be able to occlude each other. These occlusions

give a lot of information about the depth ordering of the objects in the scene

and their relative sizes. Object-object interactions must result in physically

believable behavior. In the case of deformable virtual objects like fluids or

clothing, sophisticated simulation techniques exist to create physically plausible

deformations and resulting object motions. To be able to let a virtual object

interact with the real objects of the original scene, these objects need to be

reconstructed in 3D shape, position and motion in order to be used as constraints

in physics simulations.
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The virtual objects need to be rendered realistically. This requires sophis-

ticated materials and rendering techniques, creating highly realistic looking

images of the virtual object. Nowadays, state-of-the-art path tracing techniques

in combination with complex material models allow to create very realistic

renderings of dynamic objects and complex materials such as woven fabrics and

clothes [KJM08].

As a third factor, plausible illumination is crucial to a believable embedding

of virtual objects into existing imagery. The human visual system is used to

physical rules like shadow casting of illuminated objects to derive additional

depth cues from object shading. Wrong illumination might cause shadows to fall

into an unexpected direction, resulting in an unrealistic impression to the viewer.

Also illumination colors and general brightness need to match the original scene,

as an object using a highly realistic material still looks artificial if the shaded

surface appearance does not match the objects nearby.

6.1 Motivation

An interesting field of realistic video augmentation is virtual clothing. The actor

is augmented with a set of virtual garments that are animated according to the

actor’s original motion. Having a realistically shaped and animated 3D body

model for a person in a monocular video allows to use the animated geometry in

a physically correct cloth simulation as a collision body for virtual clothing. The

resulting animation of the virtual clothes will match the motion of the actor in

the original scene and allows for realistic video augmentation. In combination
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with the reconstructed, dynamic illumination model and sophisticated fabric

material models, a high quality video augmentation is achievable.

6.2 Virtual Clothing and Image-based Video

Compositing

A realistic clothes simulation is very important for a realistic augmentation result.

The 3D body model provided by the proposed algorithms in Chapter 4 already

yields a plausible representation of the actor’s shape and motion. Still, the

reconstructed model only approximates the actor to a certain extent. Existing

clothing on the actor is not modeled by the parametrized body model. This is

especially important for wide clothes such as coats, jackets, or skirts. A direct

augmentation is therefore not possible as those original clothing parts will likely

not be covered up by the additional virtual garment, fitted to the parametrized

body model without this wide clothing. Therefore, after a physical simulation

of the virtual clothing, image-based corrections have to be made to properly

augment the final video.

In the following I describe a pipeline for video augmentation consisting of

three basic steps. At first, the animated body model is used to drive a clothes

simulation generating an animated mesh model of the virtual garment. Image-

based warping techniques are then used to compensate for insufficient alignment

of virtual garments, original actor silhouette, and small motion differences. In

a third step, the garment is adapted to the original silhouette more precisely
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using contour warping in regions where the virtual garment does not exactly

match the actor silhouette.

6.2.1 Realistic Cloth Simulation

Using a sophisticated cloth simulation method, highly realistic clothes can be

created. Some of these simulation tools make use of particle-based simulation

of the elastic material [BHW94; BW98], that provide high quality results while

still being fast enough to model and simulate dynamic materials at interactive

rates [Zel05]. This interactivity is necessary to properly drape a cloth model

over a human mesh model in a reference pose, apply optional fixture constraints

like a virtual belt or buttons to the mesh model surface, and tweak material

parameters prior to the full simulation.

Other more elaborate and advanced techniques, allow one to model and

simulate virtual fabrics at yarn level [KJM08]. With these approaches, highly

realistic deformations and stretching behavior can be simulated, especially for

wool fabrics.

Special modeling tools have also been developed to create the underlying

yarn structure automatically from a predefined pattern provided as an input

mesh defining the general surface [YKJM12]. The yarn layout is then generated

according to the original mesh faces, and a highly complex garment model is

created.

These techniques are still very elaborate A commercial particle-based garment

simulation already creates very realistic results, so I chose to use an already

well-established modeling tool for a particle-based garment simulation that
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was sufficient for realistic video augmentation. However, as this step is not

dependent on any other part of the video augmentation pipeline, it may as well

be exchanged for any other high-quality garment simulation technique. For

demonstration purposes I chose to use the simulation tool Marvellous Designer

to create highly realistic cloth animations for a given animated human mesh

model [Des].

A standard rest pose (T-pose) of the body model shaped using the estimated

parameters from Section 4.2 allows to model and drape the virtual clothing to

optimally fit the actor in the video. Even complex clothes using multiple layers

of fabric or different materials with different bending and stretching behavior can

be used to model very detailed and realistic garments, as shown in Figure 6.1.

Eventually, the reconstructed animation from Section 4.3 is used to drive

the cloth simulation and generate a plausible garment animation matching the

motion of the actor. The animated mesh model serves as the collision body for

all simulated, dynamic objects. As the body model is an approximation to the

original actor using as much detail as possible, even complex interactions of

actor and virtual garment are possible to simulate, Figure 6.2.

The simulation result is an animated mesh model of the virtual garment

that shows realistic bending, stretching, and folding behavior according to the

original motion of the actor in the input video.

The animated cloth model can be rendered using high-quality materials using

the reconstructed scene illumination of Chapter 5. The path tracer VRay yielded

realistic-looking results, see Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: Garment Examples: Displayed are three different garment models
animated using a realistic cloth simulation. All garments were
designed by Michael Stengel, colleague and PhD student at the
computer graphics lab. The dress in (a) was used for the test
sequence Ballet, the shirt (b) in the sequence Yoga and the more
complex dress in (c) was used for augmenting the Into The Blue test
sequence.

6.2.2 Alignment Correction

This first animation of the virtual garment model is created corresponding to the

motion of the animated body model. However, this animation and the animated

body geometry itself stem from the non-exact 3D reconstruction, Chapter 4,

which still lacks fine surface details and motion of small detailed body parts.

This imprecision is system-inherent as the parametrized body model is not able

to describe arbitrarily fine details or actor-specific details, no hair, and also no

additional clothing. Therefore, the animated garment does not perfectly match

the motion of the original person in the video. The animation and motion is
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of interaction between actor and virtual object: The
grey jacket in the exemplar augmentation result above is virtually
created and blended into the original image. As the body model
properly resembles the original actor, interactions between virtual
garment and actor are possible.

based on the naked body model, but not the actual appearance of the actor

in the original input video sequence. Also, during the motion reconstruction

in Chapter 4, a small lag may have been introduced by the temporally filtered

smoothed motion. This deviation from the original actor motion can be visually

confusing, even if it is spatially small. The human eye is very sensitive to motion

and this impairs the quality and credibility of the direct video augmentation.

To increase realism and to improve the final augmentation result, the garment

has to be better aligned to the actor’s motion.

The first step towards a motion-corrected garment animation is the precise

motion alignment of the garment to the whole body motion. By analyzing the
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Figure 6.3: Garment Rendering under Scene Illumination: According to the pose
of the actress in (a), the virtual dress was animated and rendered
using high-quality materials (b) and reconstructed scene illumination
(c) to achieve a realistic augmentation result (d).

screen-space motion vector fields of the original video and the reconstructed body

model, the motion difference can be reduced by finding a correspondence field

of actor and garment motion and applying the inverse of the per-pixel motion

difference to the rendered garment in form of image warping. To avoid tearing

of the virtual garment, the difference of the motion vector field is smoothed

locally prior to the warping of the rendered cloth.

In the proposed approach, the user needs to initialize the correspondence field

with a manually selected ideal cloth fit to allow for feature matching of actor

and garment. This is done by selecting a small set of key frames describing

an optimal fit of the virtual garment. A set of ten or less key frames has been

sufficient in all test sequences. Feature correspondences established this way

can now be used to identify and track motion misalignments. The 2D image
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space motion of the reconstructed body model is known, and can be directly

computed in the rendering step. However, the corresponding motion of the actor

has to be recovered from the input video data. Using a long-range optical flow

based on belief propagation and SIFT feature matching [LLN+10], a continuous

motion vector field can be generated for the actor of the original input sequence.

This technique is able to compute per-pixel motion vectors for every frame t

that can be accumulated to describe image space motion trajectories TI(x, y, t)

for each pixel (x, y). Similar trajectories TB(x, y, t) can be established for every

pixel of the corresponding body model.

These trajectories T(x, y, t) describe the displacement of a pixel (x, y) for an

intermediate frame t relative to a previous key frame. The comparison of the

per-pixel trajectories of original actor and body model describe the difference of

the body model’s motion relative to the original actor motion. Subtracting TB

and TI from each other and storing this difference vector in a difference map D

at the warped pixel position of TI for every frame yields a correction vector for

every pixel in every frame

D(x′, y′, t) = TI(x, y, t)−TB(x, y, t), (6.1)

where (x, y) is a pixel position in the key frame and (x′, y′) is the pixel position

according to TB(x, y, t), Figure 6.4.

As the motion of the actor in the original sequence and also the reconstructed

motion of the body model are assumed to be locally smooth, the correction

vector field for every frame should be locally smooth as well. This allows to
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Figure 6.4: Motion correction from pixel trajectories: Accumulated trajectory
of a pixel in the original input image and its correspondence on
the reconstructed body model. Starting from a user-defined key
frame, the slightly different motion vectors in each image accumulate
to a perceivable spatial disparity. The difference vector for every
intermediate frame can be used to compensate for this motion
divergence.

remove outliers by applying a small median filter to the generated motion

correction map D.

Due to possible occlusions, trajectories may not exist for every pixel in every

frame. This missing information of a motion correction vector D(x, y, t) to a

pixel (x, y) at an intermediate frame t can be interpolated from neighboring

information using an edge-preserving domain transform filter [GO11]. This

allows one to create a fully populated and locally smooth motion correction map

for every intermediate frame. The per-pixel motion correction vectors D(x, y, t)

can then be applied to the rendering of the virtual garment Gt, compensating

for the motion difference of original actor and reconstructed body motion.
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6.2.3 Silhouette Warping

After correcting the motion vectors of the virtual garment to the original actor

motion, the final composite can still suffer from some silhouette alignment

inconsistencies. As the parametrized 3D body model used for estimating and

reconstructing the actor’s body shape in Section 4.2 is not able to describe

every fine body detail and cannot describe any clothing the actor wore in the

original video sequence, the silhouette of the reconstructed body model and the

original actor silhouette still differ. To compensate for this misalignment, for

every frame t a silhouette contour warping is computed from the actor’s original

silhouette SMt and the artificial garment silhouette SGt in those regions where

the artificial garment silhouette does not overlap the original actor silhouette

appropriately, Figure 6.5.

In a semi-automatic process, the user initializes the most significant silhouette

sections by roughly matching contour segments in both silhouettes for a small

set of key frames. Depending on the actor’s motion this can vary between one to

ten percent of the input sequence. By defining the start and end points sstart and

send of a silhouette segment on both silhouettes of the virtual garment Gt0 and

of the actor Mt0 in a key frame t0, the silhouette segments SGt0
and SMt0

can be

constructed by tracing the silhouette contour. Modeling both silhouette contour

segments as parametric curves allows to match points on either contour segment

with the same interpolation parameter. In a subsequent key frame t1, preferably

at the end of the sequence, the user again selects the start and end points

of the silhouette contour segments. Using linear interpolation and snapping

the interpolated start and end points to the closest contour pixel, for every
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Figure 6.5: To align the rendered garment with the actor in the video ( c©Stock
Footage) more accurately, we warp silhouette mismatches in image
space. (a) Video frame and rendered garment with mismatching
silhouettes (in green and red). (b) Composite without silhouette
warp. (c) Composite after image-space refinement and depth-based
compositing.

intermediate frame a traced contour segment SGt for the garment silhouette

and SMt for the actor silhouette between sstart and send can be computed for

all frames t with t0 ≤ t ≤ t1. Using the interpolation parameter of both curves,

a full curve matching can be generated for every contour segment. As the

morphology of the actor silhouette might change over time, additional manually

defined keyframes inbetween t0 and t1 help to resolve matching ambiguities.

To let the contour warp derived from the curve matching affect also neighboring

regions, an image-based diffusion using radial basis functions is emnployed to

create a smooth warp field for contour neighborhoods in every frame. The final

warp field is then used to deform the contour of the virtual garment according

to the original silhouette in the regions of false overlapping.
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For simplicity, the per pixel warp fields for motion correction (Section 6.2.2)

and silhouette mismatch (Section 6.2.3) in image space can be combined and

applied together in a single step to the original garment rendering Gt. The

result is a slightly warped garment rendering G′t where the motion mismatch

and inconsistent silhouettes due to missing geometry detail have been reduced

to a minimum. This step is important to preserve visual plausibility of the final

augmentation result.

6.3 Results

The complete set of tools described in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 allows

one to create a fully integrated and easy-to-use video augmentation pipeline,

Figure 6.6, that was published in [RKS+14]. For a realistic video augmentation,

several problems have to be solved. A realistic actor representation has to be

derived from the monocular video information. Secondly, the scene illumination

has to be reconstructed in a realistic way, as wrong shading heavily affects

augmentation quality. Lastly, the garment has to be rendered and animated

realistically before being blended into the source video.

Starting from a monocular input video, the user defines an initial pose of a

parameterized and deformable human body model. The shape optimization

then recovers the actor’s approximate body shape, and the pose reconstruction

uses this information to recover the actor’s motion in the most plausible way.

Small user-constraints may help to remove possible ambiguities during motion

reconstruction. The animated body model is then used to drive a highly realistic

cloth simulation, creating a properly animated mesh model of an artificial piece
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Figure 6.6: Overview of the Video Augmentation Approach: Starting from an
arbitrary uncalibrated input video, at first the silhouette mattes
are extracted (a) and used to optimally fit the shape and pose of
a parameterized body model (b). The reconstructed 3D geometry
data of the body model allows one to reconstruct a dynamic scene
illumination (c). The 3D model is also used to animate a virtual
garment (d) using a high-quality cloth simulation. Silhouette analysis
(e) and image space motion detection (f) help to properly align the
virtual garment with the original actor. In a final compositing
step (g), the animated garment is rendered using highly realistic
materials under the reconstructed dynamic illumination and blended
into the original video stream. As a result the actor in the video is
realistically augmented with artificial clothing.

of clothing. To reconstruct original scene lighting, the animated body model also

helps to estimate the most plausible light source positions and their intensities

per frame. This way a fully dynamic illumination reconstruction is possible for

the complete video sequence which allows to further improve the desired realism

of the augmentation. To compensate for alignment errors of the virtual garment

relative to the actor, it is also necessary to remove motion artifacts induced

by imprecise reconstruction of the body model in shape and motion. This is

inevitable as the parameterized body model is not able to describe a person’s

clothing in every fine detail, but only yields a good approximation to the naked

body shape. These shape differences cause small misalignments of original actor
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and virtual garments that can be effectively reduced by image-based motion

correction. The animated garment is compared against the silhouette and motion

of the original actor, allowing to correct for these minor misalignments in an

image-based alignment correction step based on image warping. The animated

garment is finally rendered with a state-of-the-art path tracer using realistic

fabric materials and the reconstructed dynamic illumination information. Using

visibility and self-occlusion information of the 3D body model, the rendered

garment can be properly blended into the original video data. This creates a

realistic impression of the actor wearing the virtual garment.

Using a set of eight different test sequences with a variety of actor shapes,

motion complexity, and scene illumination conditions, the presented augmenta-

tion system was be evaluated, Table 6.1. Exemplar augmentation results can be

seen in Figure 6.7 - Figure 6.14.
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Scene Frames Edited frames Editing time Total processing
(in min) time (in min)

pose warp pose warp
Ballet 93 25 81 20 60 360
Dancer 140 27 89 20 50 1200
Dynamic Light 240 7 66 5 82 820
Haidi 110 20 79 20 40 420
Hulk 150 9 0 6 0 760
Yoga 299 12 139 15 48 1380
Into The Blue 149 22 7 25 3 250
Parkour 256 35 12 30 10 420

Table 6.1: The first two columns state the test sequence name and the total
number of frames of the individual sequence. In column 3 the number
of manually edited frames for body pose and image warp corrections
is listed. The number of edited frames regarding corrections for
pose and motion (Section 4.3) depends on individual complexity of
the motion performed by the actor in the sequence. The number
of frames with image-based corrections for motion and silhouette
alignment is the total of all key frame editing operations required for
the warp computation in Section 6.2.3. The corresponding total of
manual time spent for key frame-based editing operations is listed
in column 4. Column 5 presents the computer processing time of a
CPU implementation on a commodity PC (Intel Core i7, with 3.2
GHz and 12GB RAM).
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Figure 6.7: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the test sequence
Ballet c©Howcast Media taken from an online video featuring fast
rotational motions of the dancer, [How11].
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Figure 6.8: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the test sequence
Dancer. The scene was used to test the reconstruction of a combina-
tion of slow and fast motions of the dancer.
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Figure 6.9: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the Dynamic Light
test sequence featuring a bright moving light sources. This scene
was especially used to evaluate the capability of the illumination
reconstruction approach, being able to reconstruct a dynamic scene
illumination.
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Figure 6.10: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the test sequence
Haidi taken from the i3DPost dataset [GKH+09].
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Figure 6.11: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the Hulk test se-
quence. This video was used to demonstrate the possibility to
interact with virtual objects, as the actor in the video is realisti-
cally ripping of his artificial shirt.
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Figure 6.12: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the test sequence
Yoga c©Stock Footage [Sto11]. It was chosen to demonstrate the
realistic and slow deformations of the simulated garment. Especially
the slow-moving objects must be properly aligned to the actor’s
motion in order to be credible in the composed video.
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Figure 6.13: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the test sequence
taken from the movie Into The Blue c©MGM [MGM05]. The scene
shows the capability of realistically augmenting existing video
footage, as the sequence was taken from an eponymous motion
picture.
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Figure 6.14: Original (left) and augmented frames (right) of the Parkour test
sequence that was taken from the short film Aaron Martin - Parkour
provided by Yannick Wolff [Wol13].
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The sequence Ballet, Figure 6.7, depicts a ballet dancer performing a fast

pirouette motion, while the Dancer, Figure 6.8, scene contains a combination

of slow and fast movements. The sequence Hulk allows to evaluate complex

interactions of the actor and virtual garment, Figure 6.11, while the Yoga

sequence depicts time-coherent realistic folding of clothes, Figure 6.12. The

slow motion of the garments in both sequences are a good validation of the

image-based motion correction, as especially for slow moving objects correctly

aligned motion is important for the credibility of the virtual object. The

Dynamic Light, Figure 6.9, sequence was used as an example for a scene with a

moving light source and to evaluate the capability of the per-frame illumination

reconstruction technique described in Chapter 5. While the scenes Ballet and

Yoga are taken from online videos [How11; Sto11], Dancer, Dynamic Light,

and Hulk are own recordings. The Haidi sequence is taken from the i3DPost

dataset provided by Gkalelis et al. [GKH+09; SH07] and features a straight

walking motion, Figure 6.10. The sequence Into The Blue, Figure 6.13, is

a short clip taken from the eponymous movie [MGM05] and the sequence

Parkour, Figure 6.14, is a section of the short film Aaron Martin - Parkour

provided by Yannick Wolff [Wol13]. Both clips demonstrate the applicability

of the proposed approach to professional recordings with strong, continuous

camera motion. All scenes have a resolution of 1080p except for Ballet (720p)

and Dancer (4k).

The number of manually edited frames during shape and pose optimization,

cf. Table 6.1, includes the initial positioning of the body model for shape

reconstruction as well as the corrections of falsely reconstructed joint orientations

after automatic pose reconstruction. The amount of necessary manual guidance
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of the body and silhouette matching algorithm (Section 6.2.2) is included in the

3rd column of Table 6.1. Scenes with more complex or fast motions required

more corrections of the pose estimation (Ballet, Dancer) than scenes with slower

motions (Dynamic Light, Yoga). Pose correction was necessary in frames with

ambiguous silhouettes resulting from body self-occlusions in the scenes Haidi,

Hulk, Into The Blue, and Parkour. Editing a pose with the proposed key frame

system was not very time consuming and usually took less than a minute per

edited frame, in general.

User guidance for image-based refinements was needed in those frames contain-

ing strong silhouette deformations. A silhouette mismatch could be corrected

in a single frame within a few seconds, and since the silhouette start and end

position are interpolated linearly, corrections for slow moving objects were com-

pleted quickly. For faster and non-linear motions, however, more editing time is

required. The overall quality of most sequences could be increased considerably

by applying a few corrections, and the majority of the time listed in the fourth

column of Table 6.1 was spent on correcting small details.

On average, the total manual interaction time using the provided tools took

approximately one minute per edited frame. The total editing time for an entire

sequence varied between 60 and 90 minutes. This amount of manual interaction

is still permissible to achieve a highly realistic augmentation, as state-of-the-art

approaches allow comparable amounts of user guidance, being in the range of

one to ten minutes per edited frame [JSMH12].
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6.4 Discussion

The presented strategy for video augmentation of actors in arbitrary monocular

video sequences shows that it is possible to create highly realistic augmentations

with a minimum of user interactions. The estimated body shape and motion

from monocular video, Chapter 4, and the estimated dynamic scene illumination

from Chapter 5 allow one to create realistically animated and shaded virtual

garments. However, due to the inability of the parameterized body model

to describe clothing or hair, the reconstruction body shape still lacks detail

and only imperfectly matches the original actor’s appearance. In contrast

to Jain et al. [JSMH12], who use the body reconstruction for image-warping

purposes, misalignments of body model and actor are more obvious in a video

augmentation application. To compensate for the alignment error, an additional

image-based correction step is necessary. Using only few user constraints, a

pixel precise alignment and motion correction can be computed. This heavily

affects the final augmentation result as floating artifacts of the virtual garment

are reduced and it’s contour matches the actor silhouette.

Warping the garment contour to match the original silhouette, however, fails

for wide clothing worn by the actor. The virtual garment cannot be distorted

much while preserving believable shape and motion. The solution to this problem

is to remove excess clothing from the original video frames by employing image-

based inpainting techniques. Still, for most videos the proposed system yields

plausible augmentation results without any additional cloth removal.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis I have presented two different approaches towards an image-based

augmentation of an actor from monocular input data for the application of

virtual clothing. While the former approach aims at a fast and robust pose

estimation using a marker suit and a novel pose descriptor that incorporates

information about marker neighborhoods and local image gradients, the latter

focuses on realistic video augmentation as a post-process. Both techniques allow

reconstructing the pose and motion of an actor from monocular videos.

The pose reconstruction on single images, applicable at real-time frame rates

for monocular video data, makes the approach described in Chapter 3 suitable

for virtual try-on systems. However, the proposed technique relies heavily on a

marker suit and is specifically geared towards the used marker pattern. This

prevents the technique to be usable for arbitrary monocular input data or

existing videos. Also, the method does not allow one to reconstruct a highly

realistic body model, only the skeletal motion. In a virtual mirror application,

a generic body proxy has to be used instead of a body model that optimally

matches the actor’s shape.

To tackle these limitations, the second approach focuses on the realistic

reconstruction of body shape and motion, Chapter 4, and scene illumination,
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Chapter 5. The proposed video augmentation technique of Chapter 6 is based on

the realistic reconstruction of actor and illumination as a sequence of video post-

processing steps. It is not real-time capable, but allows reconstructing a highly

realistic body shape, motion, and a realistic and animated scene illumination.

These two additional components play a crucial role when it comes to the

realistic embedding of virtual objects into a real-world scene. In the example

of virtual clothing, I was able to show that even complex garments could be

animated and aligned with the actor while being rendered realistically with

highly accurate fabric textures under the estimated scene illumination. Image-

based motion alignment corrections helped to further optimize the composition

of original video data and artificial garment. The proposed pipeline allows

augmenting actors in arbitrary monocular video sequences with artificial clothing.

This is a big advantage over systems that require controlled motion capture

setup or multi-view input data as it can by applied to any existing video as

a post-process. Even the augmentation of average-quality videos taken from

YouTubeTMor VimeoTMwas possible, as shown in the experiments. This opens up

a new field of video augmentation, as existing recordings may now be altered to

exchange existing clothing, sanitize nudity in a non-distracting way, or allow for

creating virtual try-ons for garment prototypes in development. By allowing for

minimal user-input, the system is easy to use and enables the user to correct

for reconstruction errors during the optimization process as these may occur

and stem from ambiguities present in monocular source footage.
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